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An investigation is conducted of several nunlerica,] schemes for use in the comput,a,tion of two-
(limensiona.1, sl)atia.lly _,volving, laminar, variabh'-dcnsily ('oJnl)ressil)h" shear layers. S('henles wilh various
lemporal accuracies and arbitrary spatial accura.('y fi)r both iuvis('id and viscous 1(,rms are pre._mted
and analyzed. All inl, egralion schemes u_ _ ext)li('il ()r coln[)ac! finile-difference derivative opera.l.ors.
Three classes of schemes are cotlsidered: an exl.ellsi(m of Ma('(!ormack's original _,c(md-order lelnporally
accurale metho(], a third-order lemporally a,ccuratc varianl of the coupled space-time ,_'henles I)roposed
by l{u_,nov and 10 Kuth'r, Lomax, and Wa, rnfing (I{KI,W), a,nd third-a, ud fourth-order Runge-Kutla
(RK) schemes. The RK LW scheme offol.'s the simplicity a,ud rot)ustuess of lhe Ma,cCormack schemes and
gives the st, ability domain and the nonliuear third-order temporal accuracy of lilt" Ruuge-Kutta method.
Ill each scheme, sl,a.1)ilily aud formal accuracy is considert'd for the interior ot)eralol_ on the convection-
diffusion equation I7! + el:.,. = _vl:a.,,.. for which , and a,, are conslant. Both spalial and leml)ora.l
accura.cies are verified by lhe equa.tion l:t = [b(.r)l;.r].,. as well a.s l't + t':,. = 0. Numerical bouudary
lreal.menls of various orders of accuracy are chosen and evalualed for a.syml_lOl.]c sial)lilly. Forlna.lly
a.ccural.e boundary condi! ions are derived for explicil sixl h-order: penladiagona] sixth-order: and explicit,
l ridiagonal, told I)enladiagonal eighth-order cenlral-difference operalol,'_ when used ill conjtlncliOll wilh
Runge-Kutta integrat.ors, l)anq)ing of high wa:v'e-nund)er, nonphysical dal.a is a.ccoml)lished for all _henws
with explicit, fillem, derived 1o l.enlh order ou lhe l,oullda.ries and lwentieth order iu lhe inlerior. Several
schemes a.re used to conll)Ul.e va.rial)h'-density COlnpressilde shear layers, where regions of large gradients
of flow-fiehl wwia.t)les arise near and away froln lhe shear-layer cenl.erline. Resulls indica.l,' thal ill lhe
present sinm]a.tions, tilt, effecls of differences in leml)ora] and sl)alia] accuracies belween the schenles arc
less inlporlanl than the filtering effe,:'l.s. Extended Mac('ornmck schemes are robust. ])ul inelliciel: because
of restricl.ive Coura.nl.-Friedrich>Levy (CFL) limils. The third-order l.enlporally a.ccurale IIKI:',V schemes
are less dissipalive bu! |lave shorler run times. The |{.unge-Kutt.a inl.egra.l.ors did not have sulCficienl.
dissipa.tion 1.o be useful candidates for the compulatioil of varial)h--density compressible shear layers al l.he
]ewqs of resolution used ill l.he curreul, work.
Introduction
The nurnerica.] simula.l.ion of spatially evolving, compressil)le shear layers has Iwcome l)olmlar a.s a. tool
1.o understand the ulixing lnechanisms im,'olved ill supersonic comlmstiou. Simulations may involve not only
tilt' effect of compressilfiliLv but als) lhe pl'e,_-nce of large gradients in density ca.u_'d I)y disl)ara.le-luass gas
mixtures or large teml)eralure gradients thai arise fronl exolhermi¢ chemical i>a.clions. Ill dispa.rate-ma.ss
gas ulixl.llres, tilt" ._Chlllidl anti l,ewis nund)ers are noltunily usua.lly greal.er t.|lall 1 iu one slreanl and
lessrhan 1 in theolher. Self-similar solutions 1.o the laminar shear layer suggesl lhal lhis nonunilygives
rise to differenl profiles for species and lemperal.ures relat.ive t.o t.he velocil.y t)rofih'. Ill hydrogen-nitrogen
nlixing layers, vorticily occurs predominately in the low-densily slream. (,gee ref. 1.) This phenomenon is
exlmrimentally observed in t.urbuh'nl, disparal.e-mass supel.'sonic shear layers. (See ref. 2.)
( kmlputa.t.ioll of compressibh' shea.r layers has been largely confined 1o ga.s sl rea.l_ls I ha.t arc unifor,J_ in
compositiou; also. the specific nuulerical method chosen has varied consideral_ly. Soel risno el al. (ref. 3)
use a. _,cond-order accural.e, finite-difference, tola.l va.riation diminishing (TVD) schcnle coupled with a
seCOlld-order accllral c Runge-K ulla filet hod l,o sludy lwo-dintensional, temporally ew_lving, inviscid shear
layel,'s. "t'a.lllalll()l() a.nd Da.iguji (ref. 4) list' eilher a fifth-order upwind TVD or a fourth-order monotonic
Ul)wind-cenl.ered schelu_' for ('onservation laws (MVSCI,) TVI) schenle. COul)led with a ('ra.nk-Nicolso]l
t.ime inlt'grator. Shl, t,t al. (ref. 5)use various order, es_mlia.lly nonoscillat.ory (ENO) finile-difference
schcmes, a.s well as (-otnpacl central-difference sit'hells and a. third-order low-storage t{unge-KuI1 a melhod
on a. three-dinleusional shea.r layer. The ENO schemes a.re parl.icularly ii,,_-ful for fows ill which steel_
gradieul.s are I)re_'t|l. (-;rinsl.ein and Kailasa.nalh (ref. 6) use a. flux-correcled 1.ransl)orl (F('T) algorithm
l.o investigate l]lree-din,'nsiona] and ('henlical-reaction effects. :knot.her method that has been u_'flll in the
sinulla.t.ion ofconq_ressiblc flows is upwiud biased differencing. Ra.i a.nd M oin (ref. 7) use mildly dissipal ire
fifth-order upwind diff, reu('cs on inviscid terms and fourl.h-order differences Oll viscOllS lerlllS logether
wilh an implicil time integra.lionto simulatetransition and turbulencein SUl)ersouicboundarylayers.
In a.differentapproach1oaddingdissipation,Mukundael al. (ref. 8) usethe (8-4) schemeproposedby
(,ottlieb andTurkel (ref.9), whichis second-orderacctu'at.ein timeandfourth-orderaccuratein space,as
wollasthe cOral)act(2-4) vemionof the Ma.cCormacl_(ref. 10)methoddewqopedby Carpenter(ref. 11)
to study spatiallyevolvingcompressibleshearlayers.Lele(ref. 12)choosesa skxth-ordercompactcentral-
differencestencilfor viscousand inviscid terms and a third-orderlow-storagelRunge-Kuttamethodto
calculatetemporally and spatially evolving,two-dimensionalCOml)ressibleshearlayers. Dissipationis
addedby the ltseof implicit filters. (Seeref. l a.) h, a combination of compact finite-difference and Fourier
spectral methods, Sandham and Reynohls (ref. 14) investigate the trmtsition of a compressible shear layer;
Guillard, Mal& and Peyret (ref. 15) ttse a fiflly speclral scheme.
Computations may be divided into two broad categories - spatial and temporal simulations. Telnporal
sinmlations allow the use of periodic numerical and physical boundary conditiolts in the streamwise
direction, which greatly simplifies the computations. Unfortunately, they are an idealization of real shear
layers. Spatial simulations require specification of both physical and numerical boundary conditions.
Recently, Carpenter, (;ott.lieb, and Abarbanel (refi 16) haw- determined numerical boundary t.reatlnents
that pre_rve the accuracy of compact, tridiagonal skxth-order interior schemes on the model hyperbolic
equation l:! + a._:, = 0. These treatments are also asymptotically stable with respect to time. Prior to
the work of Carpenter, researchers _tsing the sixth-order tridiagonal stencil for the interior _heme closed
it. at the boundaries ,,so that the formal accuracy of the overall method was lvduced.
Another relevant issue in 1.he computation of compressible shear layers is numerical dissipation. In
simulations where not all lhe relevant length and/or time scales of the problem are being resolved.
dissipatkm must be added t() ell,sure computational stability. Some numerical dissipation is desirable
io remove spurious high-fi'equency informtttion regardless of whether second-order derivatives are taken
once with a second-order derival.iw _ operator or twice with a first-order derivative operat.or. The source of
this high-frequcn('y infomlation may l)e intrinsic instability in the scheme, the misspecificalion of physical
boundary conditions, the "odd-ev(-ql" decoupling between grid points, or insufficien! resolution (temporal
and spatial). '1o address this problent, some researchers have resorted to implicit (ref. 13) and explicit
filters (refs. IT, 18, aJtd 19). In the present work we u_" explicit filters.
The goa,1 of the present study is to generate families of .,_'heines with arbitrarily high spatial accuracy
for both vinous and inviscid terms, coupled with explicit, time integrations from second to fourth order.
Schemes are applied to highly resolved, spatially evolving, compr_sibl(-, shear-la,yer calculations devoid
of di_'ontinuilies. The accuracy, stability, and robtr, q.ness of the schemes are considered with particular
attentiol| 1.(5 coml)ressible, variable-density, llonrea.cting flows. Analyses of both conlpact and explicit
interior schemes have been provided, as well as a variety of choices for tsoundary ('losui_s and explicit filters.
Stability is considered not only through Von Neumann anMysis but also through matrix analysis of various
boundary arid inlerior treatlneHts. The schemes examined are the following: extended Ma, cCormack-lylse
schelnes, a new variant of the schemes presented by Rusa, nov (ref. 20) and by Kutler, Lomax. and Warming
(teN. 21, 22, and 23) (RKLW), and 1Runge-Kutta (RK) schemes.
Numerical Method
The governing equations are solved in conservative form with the SPAIRK2D (ref. 24) code and may be
written as
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p is t.he density: u is tile streanlwi.w_ wqocity; t. is tile tra.Hsw,rsc wlociLv: crj,, is th_ No','¢tollian stress
lenSOl': _0 is the 1.()t.a.] hiterna] (,nergy: q. is l.ho heat flux V_CtOI': }) iS |.}lq" SpeCieS ma.ss fraction a.nd i_i
and t"i are st.rcamwise and t ransvez:se conlpOllelfl.s of lhe diffusion v,'locily, respectively. I{oman in,lici¢_s
(_,.g.. i) ('orrespoi,l to tl,' sp_cies index, whereas (;r_'ek ones O'.g., _) corr_,spoml 1o sl_atial indick's.
Thr(mghoul this text, t.hc inviscid deriva.tiv_' Ol-'rak)rs are lho_' us_'d Io differenl late F and G. wl,'roas
viscous derivatives a.rc those usod Io gen('ral,e derivmiw _lernls in t]lc expressions for the sire.,,', h'n_r. ]H'al
flux vector, an(] diffusion velocily.
In t].' finil v-differenc,' scl,,me.,, considered her__. for ('onsla.n! grid spacing __Xa'.l lw spa lial dorivalivc of
a functioli f (f= .f.,.), is given in matrix R)rm as
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f _'xAf
(:_)
To avoid t.he ill('r('asod ()l)orat ion ('(rant n,,(',.s'_ary to inv(-rt largo t)an(lwi(llh mat.rices, lh(' I)andwidlh of lh,'
matrix P is nol Colmi(ler('d Ol)('ratiolJa.lly l.o I)(, larger than t)entadiagonal, l)(,h, rlnillalion (,f lh(' sl)('('ific
cmllervd-differ('m'(" st(.ncil is accomplished 1)y writing
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whet(' the coofficienls ,, 3.... forn| 1.1w matrix P' a, b,... form the matrix Q: and fi and .f_ arc 1lie va]ucs
of sore(' function and its derivativea.t grid l)oin! i, respectively. By defining the Fourier lransforllJ and the
inv,'l'S(' |'_ourier tra.nsforln of Ow (ti_rel_" function valu,' f,, with (r¢'f. 25)
f '" - V/':]7 . ,'r
.?...1
:?(e) Z
where ,_ is tile Fourier dual varial)le: if qJ(_) is lllO apl>,'oximation of the derivative of f in Fourier space or
the Fourier image of f', fi,, is giw'n in Fourier space a.s
/f '" x/':_ ( ,_Nx ) rr
The finite-difference stencil given in equation (4) becomes
Consequently,
0/_- i[2a sin(_) + 2b sin(2_) + 2csin(3_) + .-.]
[1 + 2,_ cos(_) + 23 cos(2_) + ...]
D,qt.h the spectra.] rel)resentation of f(x) written as
(9)
1f(x) = _--_. ei_. )(_,)d_ (10)
it can be seen that f'(x) in ['oui'ier space h&s the forln
f'(a.) = ix ._(_) (11)
If the Fourier image of the finite-difference derivative operator is expanded in a. Taylor series in _, coefficients
of the stencil can I)e chosen to a.pt>roxima.te the spectral derivative to some desired a.ccura.cy (i.e.. _ _ i_).
For a.n arbitrarily skewed stencil, the slencil and its l"ourier image are given by
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where the subscripts L and R are used to denote left and right.
Fina.lly.for predictor-correctordissipativeschentes(ref. 16).wehaxe
l , !
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{± 2B[..o._(_) - t] + 2D[,o._(_) - l] ± _F[,o._(:;_) - l] ± 'l \
q = + i[2.t sin(()+ 72(' sin(:2()+ 21" sinlzk_)+ ""] J 1o)
[1 + 2,, cos(,, c) + :23 cos(2_) + ..-]
The l)redwtor-corrector stencils })econle ceo.l, ered slencils for B = D = F = (7 = O. All second deriva.lJves
are taken effectively by successively apl)lyillg a firsl, derivalive operalor twi('e. A consequence of this
a,I)l)lica, tion is tha, t the wa, ve numt)er _ = _ t)ecomes neutrally slahle for celfl, ra,] difference schemes and
may cause a los'_ of sta])ility on nonlinear problems. This wa, w' mlml)er is somet, imes referred to a,s lhe "'_"
lllod¢'.
When l)rediclor-correclor finite-difference schemes are used. viscous derivatives are calculaled wil,h
explicit stencils (i.e., P = I. where I is l,he identity matrix, and Q = A). An explicil slencil of
(:Y- 1)th-order accuracy is used for the evaluat.ioll of viscous t.ernls ill the schellles whell the derivatives
of F and G are calculated 1o Ntll-order accura.cy. IR.unge-Kt|tt.a schemes use the same d(,riva.l.ive operator
for both viscous and inviscid derivatives. Further dis('ussk)n oflhe derivation of the stencils is contained
ill a,l)l)endkx A.
Exte.nded Ma('Corlnack Schenms
In 196!), Mac('ormack (ref. 10) introduced a two-st,age numerical _heme for compressit)h- flows with
a predictor stag. folk)wed by a correclor sla,ge. The scheme is _won(l-ordcr accurate in both space al_d
time and is widely a.pl)lical)h', ill parl, 1)e('au_" of its simplicity and robLL_l, ness. 1)ela, ils of the me_hod
can 1)e found in many l)]a,ces (l'efis. 2(i |,o 2_)). Altelnl)tS made t)y Gotlliel, and 3urkel (ref. 9) 1o improve
the melhod increa.n_d the inviscid spatial accuracy to fourth order. This scheme ha.s been I)opular a.nlong
researchers invoNed wil,h highly resolved flow fields. (,gee reg. 30, 31, 32, and 8.) Carl)enter (ref. 11)
further n|o(tified lhis scheme I)y using a compact, fourth-order inviscid stencil with a. third-order upwind
viscous stencil. The ,_'heme was slightly more accurate lhan the Got.l lieb-Turkel scheme. Bayliss (ref. 33)
ex|ended the (;ot.lliel)-Turkel schenie l.o sixl, h-order accuracy for the invi_id terms.
Extended Ma.c('ormack schemes take the original Mac(:ormack _hen|e to a.rbil rary Slmt ial accuracy in
both lhe inviscid and viscous terms. These schemes are obtained by using lhe skewed stencils (eq. (12))
1o gellera, l,e viscous 1,ernls ill the w'cl.ors F and G. and l]le l)redicl.or-correclor sl.enci[.. (eq. (14)) a.re used
I.o eva.hlal,e the derivatives of F an(] G. Synfl)olicMly, lhe schel||es nla.y be rel)resenled for lhe equal ion
1 't -+ K,- = 0 (16)
3,5
I i'* = li'"__ A._X+F, ]
r_* r*I i = (i -- A.X-F*
1 (l'/ 4- l)**)17+ = 7
(17)
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where ,__+ and .-_- are the forward and backward difference operators and A -Xt is the (-lourant-
=
Fi'iedrichs-lx_vy (CFL)munl)er.
The stability of the extended MacCornlack schemes lllaV ]t(_ conveniently analyzed in Fourier space with
conventional Von Neuma.nil analysis on the convection-diffusion equation l) + al_,r = avl'.r_, with a and
, _. a.s constants. If 0,1 and -ql* (where @* is tile complex COlljugaJe of @) are defined a.s the Fourier images
of .._k+ and ..X-, _, and -qt_, are defined a.s the Fourier images of& + a.ml ..XT., the viscous derivatives' /_
is defined as the Fourier transform of l." A/ ,xt. A,, = _ is the viscous CFL number or diffusion
-- "XT. ' _ "
/2 .+ 1
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The amt)lification factor G represents tile magnitude of the amplification of a given fl'equency when
the mlut.ion is advanced one t.ime step. Use of the letter (7 here should not be colffused with its use in
defining the dissipat.ive stencils. To determine the lnaximum CFI, number, G may be analyzed for the
interior scheme or the amplification matrLx G may be considered for the full _henle with boundary points.
For -,-r _< ( < ,-r, the magnitude of (,' must never exceed 1, or the spectral radius of G must be less than
or equal to 1; this is required for stability. For the convection-diffusion equation UI + al'j. = avl_:½.a., the
amplification factor and matrLx are written as
!
lal = 211+ (l-t-At_'_-A,.k0*qtt,) (l-At*- At**7)] (19)
= 1 [I + (I--A'A-+ AvA-A +) (I- ArA++ A,,A+AT)] (20)G
where A + aml A- are the fonvard and t)ackward inviscid matrLx derivative ol)erators aim A + and A2
are the forward and backward matrix o|)erators for the viscous derivatives.
For consistency, the explicit coefficients must sum to zero as follows:
(F- E)+(D-(')+(B- A)+G+(B + A)+(D+(')+(F + f_:) = 0 (21)
or (7 = -2(/'/+ D + F). Values of B, D, and F may be selected on the basis of their effect on the
dispersion, dissipation, aim CFL numbers of the _heme. We have chosen to maximize the inviscid CFL
number and retain the largest viscous CFL limit possible. The coefficients A, (', E, (_, and /_ are chosen
to satis_" the accuracy requirelnent of the stencil.
Table 1 lists the coefficients of the extended Mac(brma.ck predictor-corrector stencils and the maximum
CFL number Amax for the inviscid prol)lem (oc = 0) in the a.l)_nce of boundaries. The letters E, T, and
P indicate that the lnatrLx P is either diagonal/explicit, t ridiagollal, or I)entadiagonal, respectively. The
notation (2-6E) should be interpreted as s_cond-order temporal accuracy with sixth-order spatial accuracy
for both the inviscid and viscous terlns; the letter E indicates that the inviscid derivative operator is
explicit. Sotne confusion may arise because many schemes found in the literature do no! treat viscous
terms at all and others do nol retain the stated inviscid accuracy on viscous terms.
Figure1 presents th,' stability boundary of these _'hemes as a function of" the viscous and inviscid CFI.
nunfl)ers, a.ga.in in llt,' a.1)sence of boundaries. Regions in lhe lower lefl portion of the figure represent the
stable region, whereas regions it, the upper right portion are unsta.ble. While opt.ira!zing lhese schemes
it. was noticed thai contours of t.he slab!lily boundary can I)e dramatically a.ll.ere(l by (lifforeni choices of
B, D, and F. Oplimizing was done 1)y siml)ly scanning Imrameler space for coral)!nations wil.h desire.hie
stal)ilily characteristics. Each s('heme can 1)e consi(lercd a.s opt!in!zeal, a.ltllough a 5-l)ercen! iml)rOvelnenl
may t)e possit)le. Care should be exercised in optimizing the "flippilJg'" pa.ram, tel_ H. l), and t: beca.use
many of the combilla.lions share iho ina.ximum invi_'id CFL limit of the scheme yel very few of lifts sul)se!
haxe a. boundary G = 1 that. does not intersect the origin. The (2-83") scheme was found i.o have no values
of B, D, and F for which the boundary G = 1 did not intersect the origin. In many flow fields ofinleresl.
the local viscous a.ll(l invisci(t ('FI, tmmbers are likely t.o lie outside the sla.l)ilily domailt in the (2-83")
scheme. Explicit _'hemes pos,;es,_ significantly larger stability domains than their cotnpacl counlerparls
becau_ of the increas_-d trunca.lion error of lhe explici! derivative operator. Thus, !he CFL limits for
compacl schenles are more severe lhan those for multidimensional schemes. (See teN. l[)and 9.)
Nole lha.l the (2-4E) schome differs from that proposed by Gol.tlieb and Turkel (ref. 9) where B = -A
aim D = -('. If used wil.h the explicit, l.hird-order accural e viscous derivaI ire, the (-fort Iieb-Turkel scheme
ha.s a viscous CFL limil of zero as (!FL -- 0. MacCorlnack's original scheme. (2-2E). is included in table 1
and figure 1 h)r COlllplelelleSS. The explicit skewed viscous stencils (3 k = <_I. = "t_' = 3f_, = 0)are giwm
in I able 2.
RKLW Schenms
RUSallOV (ref. '20) derived a finit.e-difference scheme for nonlinear I,yperbolic syslems that was uniformly
lhird-orCh'r accurate in SlmCe a,nd time. This scheme was considered for 1L_e in the conltmlalioll of
disconl,inuous sohil.ions. Three spatial difference operai.ors were used ill ils co!!st.fuel.ion niean vahle.
difference, a.nd identily. These Ol)eralors were COlnbined wit,]l a i.hlve-si, age, t,hird-order tiunge-l(ult, a
nieihod. Lai.er, }3ul.'slein a.nd Mirin (ref. 34) derived a siniila.r nieihod. Because funclion evahialions
needed 1o t)e nla.de Oil a. sl,aggered iileSh, l(ul,ier, LolilaX, and li%,_ari-iiing (ref.,,. 21, 27, and 73) a.daplcd
lltlSa.llOV'S schellle t)y rol)la.cing i,[lC firsl two sl.ages wit.h Ma.,:-(!ornia.ck's scheine. Hereinafter, !.his schellle
is referred 1.oa.s IlK IAV. This a.dal)lation nia.de the progra.inlning logic sinllder and facilil ated the inchision
of a _)tli'ee lerlil a.nd lhe exiension to nnili.idimensions. Various inw,siigalors have al,plied this sol!elliS'
!.o both higli-sl_Ced flow (re['. 3,5) and l,o niet.eorological flows (ref.-. 36.37, and 38). Furllier discussion of
the t/.b;IAV scilOllll,S ea.ii ])c fOlllld in lhe textbook by Anderson. Ta11]iehil[. and Pletclier (ref. 26) and ill
l.wo Ira.eels by Y&llellko _'1 a.]. (refs. 78 and 29). Ai, l.enll_tS i,o l>roceed lo Ulliforlllly fourlh-order N'helllOS
for hyperl>olic equ;l.lions (refs. 39, "10. aud 41) haw' been successful, but have llOl been used extensiw'ly,
prol>ably l)eca.u.,_' of their ellOrlllOllS COlill>lexily.
The proposed IlK IAV niel liod is a geueraliza.l.ion of ilic lhird-order ]irediclor-correcl.or fornial, of ]{ uiler,
Loniax. and _l%Zariniiig (refs. 21,22, a.nd 23) 1o arl>it, rary spa.1ia.1accuracy in bolh viscous and invi_id lernis
wii.hin the lenit)ora.lly lhird-order liunge-l{lll.l.a. (RK) accuracy COliSlrainl,s. The, ilnpieinenla.lion of lhis
scilelll¢' ['o1" 1.11_'eqllaliOll I' I + 1_. = 0 is solved nllllleriea.liy a.s
['f = l_: ' -- :':71)t'-X+ f:"
l'** = I r* -- ;31AX-t:*
['i@ (1 -i)'2)('_'+ ,321 i
/,,+l 1 [I_,,+2(,..:_A..XC)F #]i = 27 i
(22)
where._kc in the central-difference ol)era.t.or and the forward and backward differencing operators are tho
same an those used ill the extended MacCornmck schemes. Tile va.lues of/31 and 32 are 1 and 1/4,
respect.ively. The t,wo degrees of freedom inherent in l,he generaJ lhree-sl.age, third-order Runge-Kutta
formulation (ref. 42) are used t.o accommodate symmetric (Oal = o:_2 in eq. (23)), predictor-corrector
spatial differencing.
a_s
Tile traditional tiunge-Kutta scheme may be represented for the equation l_t = -F._. = -Ft'I."._. = -fl;a.
I r* = l,m _ a.21Af"AI(T n ]
(_** l; n a A _u -- l,._=-- -- .31 J -ttl-' -- a32Af*A2I'*
/.r,,+l = U, _ blAf"A1U"- b.2Af*A,.,U*. - b3 A_**AJ 3 l_**....
(23)
where the subscril)t associated wil.h lhe ma.trk_: operator A represents l.he finile difference opera.t.or used
on the relevant stage--forward, backward, or cenl.ered.
Runge-Kutta schemes axe often described in lermn of l.he Butcher a.rray. (See ref. 42.) The Butcher
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Hence, ;_?1 = _21 and _2 = c_:{l = 032. Symbols (lett.ers) used for t,erms contained ill the Butcher
array should not be co_ffu_,d with those symbols (letters) involved in the definition of the finite-difference
coefficients. Values of c i correspond to the time at which the ith stage in evMua.led, that in, zero being the
nl.]l stage and one being t.he (n + 1)th stage.




- 1 + 31A_ *- 31A_,_*q'
_,r, I'
1+j2\7,7- 1
/"'+' '[ ;," "#]l",, - :3 1 + 2(1 - + A,,*c*c)_
(25)
where _c is the Fourier image of the central-difference sl.encil. For the final stage of this method, the
dissipative diffel_nce operator is used as a central-difference operator by setting /3 = D = F = 0. The
opt.imum values of I1, D, and F are different, from those of the extended MacCormack schemes. Thev
have been chosen t.o maximize the size of the stability envelope under the constraint tha.t. 16'1_< 1 or that
the spectrM radius of G is les'_ t.ha.n or equal t.o 1. where
1 2
(_ = _- + _( 1 - _'¢_ + ;_A,",_ _)
× {1 + ._.,[(l + _jA'q,_- ,._tA,.q,*¢,.)(l- ._A',- ._\,.**,:) - l]}
G=II+_(I-A'AC+A,'AcAc).
× {I + ,_2 [(I-;¢IA'A- + 31A,,A-A+)(I - 31A'A + + ,3 IA,,A+AT) - I]}
(26)
(27)
Table 3 smnma.rizes the ICKI,W schemes. Viscous st._'n('ils a.re lhe same as those used in lhe exlended
Ma.c(lormack schemes. (Se,' lat)le 2.) Figurt, 2 [)res(_-l/IS |]1¢' stability I)oundary of these schen,'s in th('
absence of 1)ountlaxies. As for tile cxl_n(led Ma.cCormack schemes, explici| schemes have less restricliv('
(!FL ])oun(ls than the ('onq)acl schemes with llw sam(- spatial order of accuracy, and increasing |he order
of a,ccuraey of lhe spatiaJ ol)erator reduces the stability domain. The (3-2E) scheme is the analog of the
original Ma.cCormack scheme with the Rnnge-Kulla, integrator. By simt)ly se|l, ing B = D = b" = (7 = 0,
the RK LW scheme becomes the lhird-order Runge-Kulta s('henle. Bolh RKIAV a,ll(l i|s ('orresl)onding
third-order R unge-Kutl a nlclhod require three storage locations (3M) as OI)l)OSe(t to lhe low-slorage (2M)
method proposed t)y \Viii|amen (ref. 43
Rmige- Kutta Schemes
A significa, n! portion of (lirect numerical simula, t ions (I)NS) and well-resolved model-free sinmla, lions
of compressible flows have used a, R,unge-Kutta method. Unlike the ext,ended .Mae(k)rmack and RKLW
SC]lellleS, spa.('e and time a.re IIOt COul)led in the mlmerical method. A ('ommoilly used |{unge-K tlt, t.a nlet]lO(I
ks the throe-stage, third-order, low-storage scheme (ref. 43). Combined with a. sixth-order, compacl central-
difference operator, 1.his melhod has 1)een tL,_ed itl the simula.l.ion of eo|npressil)le shear layers (re['. 12),
supersonic boundary-la.yer tr'aI>ition (ref. 44). and COml)res,_ible is()| ropie lurbulen('e (ref. 45).
In a more lra.ditiona.l a.pl)roa('h, common w_rianl, s of the l llird- and fourl.h-order l{ung(,-Kul.la l im,'-
inlegral.ion schemes arc combined wilh cxt)licit and ('Onll)a.e! differen('ing. The Bul, cher array for tiles,- is
(I
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fl_rfourth-orderlemporalaccuracy.The al)plicationof the_"schmnesto the equationIst + /'_r = 0 is
["[ = [_:' - a21A"-_<'I"" I
r*:_ Tll
l i = li -a32A-XcF*
/ru+l T. c _**i = li + (bl'-kcFi '' + 1)'2AC:) * + ba_ t_i )
(30)
alld
l.'* = /_"'i - °"21A_¢F"
_* = l.'i" - aa2A-V I"*
l. i_***= l;! _ - a43A :kc F **
lr/'+l = t"] _+ (bl:.X"Fi" + b.e,_V'F'[ + ba&CF ** + b4ACF ***)
Analysis of the stability of the Runge-Kutta schemes can be done again with
(al)
the equation
I) + al;,. = a,,l_.,..,.. The amplification polynomial (ref. 42) for the linear problem is given by
G
= 1 - _ + I,ici - l,iaijcj + biaijajt.c t. Z 4 + ...
\ i,j=l \ i,j.t.=t
(:_2)
where Z may be either ()(_c_)_,,_c_c) or (,_'A c- At, ACAC), depending on whet.her one is interested in
amplification factor or matrix, and 7_..sis the nmnber of stages in the Runge-Kutta scheme. The schemes
are summarized in table 4. Figures 3 and 4 show the stability boimdary of the third- and fourth-order
Runge-Kutta/centered-difference schemes, determined by the amplification factor. Stability appears to
be siglfificantly augmented by going to fourth-order accuracy. Figure 3 shows a. characteristic of third-
and fifth-order Runge-Kutta formulas: a tendency for the stability domain to become small a.s the viscous
CFI, _ 0. These stal)ility dolnains are independent of wlfich of the two free-parameter families of three-
stage, third-order and four-stage, fourth-order I{unge-Kutta schemes are chosen. All Runge-Kutta schemm
considered use centered stencig to evaluate viscous derivatives. A brief discussion of low-storage Runge-
Kutta schemes is contained in a.ppend/x B. The stability of Runge-Kut.ta schemes applied to the Na.vier-
Stokes equations has been considered by Sowa (ref. 4(5) for second-order cenlered spatial deriva.t.iw_s and
l/unge-l(utta coefficients in which all aij = 0, except when i = j + 1. Temporal accura.cy of the l{unge-
Kutl.a schemes was verified in the represenlatiw, (4-8P) case. The linear equation Ut + I',. = 0 was
solved for various (!FL numbel_ with a. sinusoidal initial and boundary condition and 75 grid points per
wavelength. As table ,5 shows, fourth-order temporal accuracy was recovered. Table 6 contains the error
when 171 + l;, = 0 was solved a.t a CFL number of 0.01 on various grids to ensure 1.hat spatial error
dominat.ed the total error. As can be seen, eighth-order spatial accuracy was recow'red. In each of these
cases, lnachine precision becomes a factor at high resolution.
Formal Accuracy
To determine the formal spatial and teml)oral accuracy of the interior schelnes used in this study, the
amplification factor and the linear equa.tion [:t + alTr = _,l;** are used to derive the modified equation.
(_e refs. 26, 27, 47, and 48.)
The exact solution to t.he convection-diffusion equation ca.n l_e solved with lhe continuous Fourier
tra.ztsform as
1 fx ( ),: d_ = 0 (33)
,'X.
or
?, + + .,,jei" = 0 (a4)
10
or. in terms of _,
where )/ .At <,,.AI
----"5..-7'and A. : _.
The error of lhe numed<'a,l _hemc in l:ourier spa.ce can now be written a.s (refs. 4!I and 25)
?<
In ((;_d,_,,,_) In (G, xa<.l) _ _ At.(iE)I.AI AI
Replacing a,ll o<'curr.nces of <a- wilh its l,ransform (-iAa')a_(g_,.) yidds
¢7,1'








A synll)olic nianil)ulal.or may iiow lle used to expand In (7 in a power series a.nd 1o solw, for A t..
Tile niodified equal,ion of several represenl.al, iw' scheines is now presenl,ed. ]/ecaus" l lie resull, ing
exl>res,_iOllS a.l'e of excessive ]englli, Ollly i%llrth-order t.ridiagona.l sclioiiies are considered. The niodified
equation for l, he (2-_'IT) sc]ienie is given a.s
01' 0I' D_I, ,:l At)" Oal'
0"-7 + 0.,-7 -"" 0., "-0-'_'= "(F ( "
(I 2
+ "}'7 [!)":e( At )a
+ _ [!)°<'_'(A/)_ - ._)0a2,_,.(At) a + .%l(At)4
(I
+ 7 [ -''t0aTtsT(A'')7(AI)7 + (A"')4] 05/'0,'"
+ o [(A,);']
04I'






and for lhe (3-,IT) IlK LW scheiiie as
11
Ol" Ol' c92ir
-_-7 + ._ - . ,O.r O,r "_
041 r
216
a I., )a )4 ._ _ 1__o5/-:+ 7 90a'¢_v(At - 18a4(At + 80¢_vH"(Ax) (AI)+ 3(,%x) 4 Ox5
+O[(A;v) 5] (42)
The t.erm (Ax)2(A/) represents the dominant space-time error term for both the extended MacCormack
and RKL_,V _hemes. For the (3-4T) and (4-4T) Runge-Ku|la schemes,
OU OU 0"2I _
0 t Ox g9x"2
a
+ T_ [30a2°''(At):_ -
+ o [(Ax) 5]
85i;




Ot +"Oa,-°"_=._)0 3a(At + 2(Ax) 4
-- -- _+O (Ax) 5 (44)
As expected, no space-time coupling terms exist.. In each of the_ _ schemes, the first occurrence of purely
viscous error t,erms (a = 0) is associated with djU
_. To retain the formal accuracy of a scheme with
errors (A/)P and (Ax)q, the modified equation must only contain terms I)rOl)ortionM to (At)", (Ax)', aim
(At)R(A.r) 5. where r _ p, s >__q, and ,q' + R >_ min(p,q). The accuracy of the schemes is verified in
the absence of boundaries for the convectiou-diffusioll equation. A nonlinear viscous accuracy analysis of
the _hemes in the absellce of boundaries is presented in appendLx C and shows that. viscous terms are
calculated to the same accuracy as inviscid ones and that the schemes retain their advertised accuracy on
the nonlinear problem.
Numerical Boundary Conditions
h, each of the numerical schemes i)resented, a special procedure must, be derived to evaluate the
derivatiw_s at the computatioual boundary points. Because accurate int.erior-_heme stencils are usually
large, typically a.t least the derivatives at, the boundary grid points require a noncentered stencil. To
preserve the formal accuracy of a spatially Nth-order accurate interior scheme on hyperbolic equations,
the boundary and near-boundary points must be closed with stencils that are no less than (N - 1 )th order.
(_,e ref. 50.) The procedure to derive higher order implicil, and explicit, boundary stencils with a symbolic
manipulator is straightforward. (See appendix A.) Ulffortullatety, schemes using these higher order (fourth-
order and greater) stencils are most often unstable (refs. 16 and 51): hence, they are inappropriate to
implement computationally. Although lower order approximations to the derivative at the botmdary
points degrade the formal accuracy of the entire numerical method, from a practicM st.andpoint, this
degradation is only ob._rved if the boundaries are a primary _urce of error. Therefore. if a stable, high-
order boundary condition is available for an interior scheme, it. is u_d. If not, the more forgiving, lower
order formulations are used. For the viscous derivatives, viscous derivative boundat)" conditions in this
study are closed to the same order as the viscous interior operator; Nth-order inviscid centrM derivative
operators are closed no greater than (N - 1)th order. An unforeseen result of this study ix that closing
the boundary points of the dissipative interior stencils cannot be done by simply using boundary closures
derived for the cemered-difference Runge-Kutta schemes. Formally, all extended Mac('ormack and RKLW
schemes are (2-2) schemes becau_ of an interaction of the boundary and interior stencils of the inviscid
19.
deriva.tive Ol)eral.or. qh(" problem is not relegated to only these lwo families of schenles: it a.ffecls tit('
(2-4) scheme by (-h)l.l.lie]) and 'l'urkel and is likely t(> affecl olher (lissil)alive schellles. For simp]icity, the
t.runca.tion error is derived for one time step hi t.]l(" ['orlll of a tnodified equa.liotl for the seven boundary
t)oints used in t[w discretiza.tiou of the equa, tion l't + l'.r = 0 with l.h(' I{KL\V integrator and the explicit
invi._'id stencil of (;ottlh'l> and "]'urkel (3-41'_((7I')) I{K IAV as follows:
Grid point 1'
Grid point 2:
A (7 + 17A)_xa.l'l + [_.,' = 108 Iis+ +o [i '.,)162
l't÷ l'.r = (-_,+ r _).x,_ ,/=r_ (-: + _:)A)(_s,,/+ o [(__.,.):q[ J108 324
Grid l)Oint 3:
A (_4 + 55A)
l 't + I".,. - L.r +
12.()(i ,/7r + +o [(_x.,):']3:24
(-_rid poin( ,I:
l'/+l_a. = A(-4+ lTA)._.X.r+
43:2
¢TTA(- 1_+ ._,.,_)(.S.,.)_+ 0 [(.X.,.):_]
129fi
(;rid 1)oint 5:
5A2_x.r v/TTA2(-Lr)2 +0 [(..M') :{]l't + I:,. - ,'13:2 _1
(-;rid poin( 6:
A2 "/-ZTA:e.(...Xx):_ +0 [(..X,r) a]I rl + I 7.,. - 1296 ._.Xx+ 12!)('--"_
Gr'd poinl 7:
l't-t-l_a • = 0 [(--_._"):q
Th(' initial condition is exp[i(._')] wifl_ a. boundary coi_(ti(ion exl) [i( -l)]. The exact solution is
exp[i(,r- 1)]. No l)hysh'al |)oundary condil.ions arc imposed at inl,ermediale levels of (h(' scheme, a
l(,(:hui(lu( _ which has I)('(>n shown ('lsewhere (r('f. 52)1.()1)e higher ord(u', t_eca.u_' of lh(" lack of ca.ncellal ion
a.t lhe I)oundary, error terms of first order ar(' gen('raJ.('(l a.l the firsl six grid points. Th(' RKI,W s('h('m('
is lo('ally fil_l.-or(l('r a.ccura.l.(' near file boundary and glol)ally s(,('on(l-ord('r a.('('lll'a.l('. US(' Of ('Olll])a('l
(lerival.iv(' ol)('ra.lors would spread this error over 'the (,ntir," domain 1)('caus(' of the flflllwss of the inalrix A
insl.ea.(] of confining it (.o only th(" 1)oumla.ri('s.
"Ia.l>l(' 7 shows a. grid r("fill('nlellt study of l.]w (3-4[']) Runge-Kutta s('lwln(" given iu lal)h' 4 v(,t."sus lh,'
(:)-,IE) tIK I,W scheme given in lab|(' 3. Not(" that in this one-dim('nsiona.l l)r,ob]('nl l.h(' domail| ('onta.ins
only 2 full wav(,lenglhs, l)(,grada.(iOll fronl (he ])oun(laries l'e(luir('s significant r(,_)lulion: full d(-gradation
of the I{KI,W sch('m(" (lo('s not occur until r(,solutiolls on the ord('r of S0()0 grid l)oints per wavel('nglh.
Maciline [)l'P('i,'a, iOll |)eCOllle,'s a faclor as log l0 L:] < --9.
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Time-stablewall houndarystencilsfor the explicit fourth-order,centeredfirst,derivativeot)eratorare
givenby
, 1
fl = 6...Xa-----7(--IIll + 18f2 -- 9f3 + 2f4) (45)
, 1
f2 =- _(-2fl - 3f2 + 6f3 - f4) (46)
l I 1
fl + 2f2 = 7(-5fl + 4f:? + fa) (47)
for the coral)act, tridiagonal fourth-order el)era.tom. Each of these equations is third-order accurate and
results in a formally fourth-order a.ccurate inviscid derivative operator, A stable boundary st.encil for t.he
third-order viscous operat.or is given hy
, 1
fl = 6..Xx'(-llfl + 18f2- 9f3+ 2f4) (48)
rib close the houndary point fi_,-(i-l)' the negative COlnplex conjugate of the Fourier image of the
I
stencil at fi is utilized; this means for the stencil
bLfi-2 aLfi-I Tfi aRfi+l + bRfi+2 + ... (49)f_ = + Aa-- + :.Xa-- + _ + Aa-- ._k,,--'7-.
t ha t
f_, a.-(i -1 ) -- bRf'*-(i+l)Ax aRf"*-(i)_a. Tf"*-(i-1)_x aL'f'*-(i-'2)_x -- bLfn*-(i-a)Ax -- ... (50)
where nx is the mmlber of grid points. Closure stencils for file viscous interior stencils nnlst ])e closed
with some care because a different number of points must he clo_'d Oll t.he two sides of the computational
domain. For the explicit stencils used in this study for the (N- l)th-order accurate viscous derivative
operators, (N - 1) boundary points need Io be closed. The forward operator requires :V/2 points to be
closed a,t the right computational boundary and (N -2)/2 points a.l the left. computational boundary.
This revemes when the backward viscous inlerior derivative operator is ttsed. For example, the third-order
viscous imerior derivative operator is closed with expressions for fl 1 , fr2, f,,,," on the forward stage and fl'r
I t' I /
f-*' f,,-I on the ha&ward stage. The most interior point of these, f:_ or fn,-l' depending on which stage
i..s being used, is closed with the negative complex conjugate of the interior stencil. Further discussion of
boulMary closures focuses on the computational domain containing the leflmost boundary points.
Stable, fifth-order accurate boundau stez,cils for the centered-difference stencils are given by
/ 1
.fl- 60.Sx(-l(.)Tfl+690f'2-1380f:_+1850f-I - 1575fs+822fo-240fT+30fs) (51)
, 1
f2 - 60Ax (- 18fl - 35f2 + 66f3 - 30f4 + 50f5 - 57f(; + 30fr - 6fs)
I 1
fa - 60A.r (+3fl - 30f2- 20f._ + 60f4 - 15f5 + 2f6)






f2 - 720.X.r (- l:lSfl - S44f_ + 16aSf:_ - 1050fl + 575.f.5 - 24()f_ + (_9.f7 - 10.f_)
for the compa.ct tridiagonal sixth-order derivativ(', and 1)y
(55)
-- (-46:_.()fl + 147!)0f2 - 2574dfa + 2!)3 70.f.1 - 20205f5 + 7674f(;- 125(1f7 + df,s) (56)
, 1
f2 - ,t500A_-------7( 1416fl - 1!)79f.2 + 246()fa + 2S20.f4 - 2240f5 - 12!)f_; + 6_1f7 - 200fs) (57)
for lhe compact l)entadiagona] sixl,h-order derivative el)crater.
Results for the compa.cl, tridiagonal sixth-order d(,rivative ol)eralor were firs! given by Cart)enter
(ref. 16). These results a.re referred to as 52, (52-6-52),5:2 schemes and arc forma.lty sixth-order accurate in
I
sl)a.ce. By using (_fp) |o designa.te t.h(' numt)er of free parameters and Oi lo denole the order of accuracy
of the first (lerivativ_' al)l_roxiJ_la.tion to a funcl.ioll f a.l grid I)oinl i, w(, designate schemes wilh as
(5_)
!
An (N- 1)th-order explicit, stencil representing a.n a.pt)roximation to f requires ,\' grid l)oinls. By
extending the sienci] i.o (:V + 2) grid points, two degrees of freedom are added lhrough lwo free l)aramet('rs.
The expression 52 implies a fifth-order accurate st,encil wit.h lwo free para.meters tt,sing a.n eight point stencil.
To determim' the minimum lllllll])el" of grid l)oints needed t.o 1)e closed for a ('entere(1-(lifference interior
derivative operator, lhe l)a.n(]wi(llhs for nm.l.rices P and Q must. t)e considered. If lhe ma.lrix with lhe
larger bandwidth has a ba.ndwidlh of O, then (o- 1)/2 bounda.ry grid poinls ll|USl ])e closed on ca.oh
side of the ('Olnl)Ulationa] doma.in. Where eighth-order spa.l ial accuracy and high('r is desired, a.(tditional
boundary stencils are added to allow sufficien| degrees of free(toni for a stable boundary closure io l)e
obtaim'(l. For eighth-order accuracy, four t)oundary grid I)oims were needed at each _'nd, each with four
degrees of fl'eedom. Closure oft.enth-order schemes may I)(, done with six I)oundary grid points, each wilh
six degrees of freedont.
The boundaries arc closed to lower order For lhe ('onlpa.cl. inlerior sl.encils by
fl + 2f:_ = 2_ka----7(-5.fl + .I.f2 + fa) (5!))
1 i i 1 r 3
_J'l + .f2 + 7fa = _ (fa - fl ) ((i0)
The exl)licit sixlh-order inlerior _'henle uses the salllc' lhree wall points as the fourl h-order exl)licit scheme.
Both schemes are formally fourth-order a.ccural,e and are referred 1o as the (21,4-6-:1,:_) a..lld (:}.:L,l-(i-,I.3,:/)
s('hen les
Fifth-order accurat,' boundary slencils for lhe fifth-order vi._:ous operator, which arc u,_'d in several
extended MacCormacli and I{KLW schemes, arc given I)y
, 1
.fl - 60_N.r ( - l:lTfl + :_;00f2 - 300f:_ ÷ 20(If.l - 75.f:, + 12.Jq; ) (61 )
, 1
fe - 6()A.r (- 12fl - 65f.2 + 120fa - (i().f4 + :20.fr, - :if(_ ) (62)
I}oumlary conditions for higher order schemes are contained in al)pendix I). Not(" that stat)l(, high-order
boundary stencils for one s('hem_' are likely t.o 1)e violently unslabl, _ if used with a different interior scheme.
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All proposedcentral-differencestencilshavet)eenverifiedto haveboundedleft-half-planeeigenvaluesfor
the matrix A. This conditionis neces'saryfor stabilit.yof l{unge-Kut.tasc]|etllesbut doesnot guarant.ee
stability for Navier-Stokescalculations.Table 8 givesthe valueof the l_al pa.rt!}_of the eigenvalueof
the ma.trLxA. whichha.sthe largestrealcomponentfor variousgrid sizes.In eachcase,lhe largestreal
component,of anyderivativeoperatoris containedin the left half of the complexplane. This notat.ion
indicatestha! the derivat.iw_operatorswill be time-stal)le.
In addition, the stability of all predictor-corrector(RKLW and extendedMacCornm,ck) schemeshas
1
alsobeeninvestigatedfor boundedleft-half-t)laneeigenva]uesof the matrLxM = :_(A+A,-7+ A-A+).
Severalof the schenleslisted haveeigenvahlesin the right-half-planeand areunstable:for inst.ance,all
(2-6P), (2-8T), (3-6P), and extendedMacCormackand RKLW schemesusing_venth-orderboundary
stencilsare unstable. The vahleof the largest real eigenvahleof M is givenin table 9. Again. these
schelllesareonly formally (2-2)schemesin t,he])resellceof numericalboundaries.
Filters
In reasonably well-resolved computatiol,s, numerical errors are still present and are introduced primarily
at high wave nmnbers. This can readily be seen by plotting the Fourier image of the finite-difference first
derivative verstts the spectral derivative or, as is sometimes stated, modified wave immber verstts wave
number. (_e ref. 13.) Figure 5 shows the accuracy of variolt,_ centered-difference first derivatives relative
to the exact spectral derivative. It is immediately apparent that compact derivative operators (P ¢ I)
are more accurate than their explicit counterparts because the repre_nt, at.ion of kb as a l)olynonfial is
most accurately done as a Pad( _ approximate. All derivative opera.tom have no resolution at _ = ,'r and
ha_'e marginal resolution for wave nullll)ers near ,"r. Nonlinear interaction of these unresolved, nonphysical
waves of various wave numbem generates higher wave-numl)er inforlnation. 1,Vhen the grid is unable t.o
resolve the highest, wave-number information, the error is introduced into low wave numbers and eventually
contaminates the solution. In addition, successive application of the first derivative operator to obtain a.
second-order derivative result.s in an amplification factor of unity at _ = ,'r for centered-difference operators;
this apl)lication facilitates what is commonly referred to ms "odd-even" decoupling. To suppress these
effects, a nulnerical filter is used t.o create artificial viscosity. _'vera.l criteria exist for a useful filter.
Eigenvalues that corresl)ond to low wave lmmbers l.hat are remlved should be virtually untouched: the
relatively unresolved high wave numbers should t)e removed. Either an ext)licit or iinplicit filter can be
chosen. Although Lele (ref. 13) uses implicil filters up to skxth order, in this study an explicit filter is
used l)ecause it is computationally more efficient and its design is more concel)tually straightforvcard. As
a filtering function, we seek a funct.ion that is equal to 0 a.t _ = ,'v and is equal t.(> 1 al. _ = 0. A Siml)le
function t.o satis_ this need is
C
1 - sin :e" q---2 ((53)
We also desire a filter whose accuracy may t>e chosen arl>itrarily: the filtering function mttst has'e a slope
thal apt>roaches 0 t.o the chosen order as _ approaches 0. Thus a (27t)th-order filter should have, to leading
order, k0 = {2,, l>ecause _ [.ends l.o zero. The magnitude of the tilter must also be equal to or less than 1.
Several discttssions of filtering apl)roaches can be found in the ]iteral,ure. (,See refs. 19, 18, 17, and 53.)
This discussion follows that of Eriksson (ref. 54), who derived explicit filters of second, fourth, and sLxth
order.
For the finite-difference implementation oft.hes(' filteI_, 1)egin wit h t,he following d('finit,iolJ of the explicit
central-difference operator for the (27_)th-order &-rivative of a. function f:
f(2,,) _ Tfi fi+l + fi-I bfi+'2 + .fi-2 cfi+a + fi-a dfi+4 + .fi-4
i (_.r)(2_j) + . + + • + + ... (64)( aXx)( 2n ) (/kx)( 2n ) ( Aa.)( 2t, ) ( .Xx)( 2n )
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and theFourierimagegivenby
qJ = T + 2cl cos(,_) + 2b cos(2_) + 2c cos(3_) + 2d cos('l_)+ ... (05)
If consideration is given only to flu' second-order a.ccura.lc w.rsions of lhese derivatives, t.hc negatives of
the coefficients are given ill table 10.
r:,, ft _2,,Ill Fourier st,a.ce, the' s,,cond-ordcr accuraW stencil of [_], • = + O(<2"+2). is given 1,y
_=(-1)"+1 (2 sin @) 2'' (66)
Table 10 shows the terlns l,roportional t.o l.hc interior stencil coefficients for filters of orders 2 (_t = 1)
through 20(7_= 10).
If we choose a ma.trix filler flinction D that is symmetric, [.h,Hl it ha.s real cigcnvalues. Because this
filter function is based on a. stencil thai, when inil)lement.ed wil.h the' t.empora.l schemes discus_'d, has
eigenvalues that are negatiw ', then l:iDijl'j is always nega.l.ive. This negative value guaranlees thal Ill,,
filter is conlpletely dissipative. Th*' filler fllnclion is ilnplemenl.cd on a vector U a.s 17..1= (1 + (_DD)U,
where U is the filtered vector: ¢_D nnlst be given by (- 1)"+12 -2'' for a. (2n)lh-order filler. Figure 6 shows
the filter strength in Fourier space.
To close the matrix D a.t. the bounda.ries and retain syminetry, skewed stencils of order, are used with
an interior scheme of order 2_. Appendix E contains the ul)per left porlions of the ma.l rix D for filters of
orders two through t.wenl.y (,_ = 1 - l(t). A forma.lly tenth-order accurate scheme may now be clo._d with
11o concern as 1.o how the I*oundaw poinls of l.hc filter a.ffec| tile spatial Ol*_'ra.loI'.
Results
Because of the large mlmlwr of sch_mes pr_cn|.ed ill Ill," lexl. l.h," nulnl)er of l)ern|ulal ions of bounda.ry
closures possibl,', and run limes of sev,'ral hours, only a few of the s('henles could t)__ run on la.rg,' grids.
Tile flow field of interest was the spatially evolving, lw()-dimcnsional, conlpressible nitrogen-hydrogen
shear layer. This flow field ww, chosen }wcause regions of ilH.en,'_" gra.dienl.s occur both near and far
front the flow cenlerline: this makes grid a.llocalion ditt:ictdl, a.nd places a heavy Imr<h,n on lhe accuracy
and COml)utaliona] sial)lilly of the numerical method. It is also a.ll ilnl)orl.anl I)relmh' to lhe supersonic,
hydrogen-air, reacl.ing shear layer foun(l in scra.niiel combuslors.
Inflow conditions to all compulat.ions are Euler supersonic (r('f. 7)5)and arc de_'ril)ed elsewhere in
reference 1. They r('preselll a. self-sinfilar, supersonic, nitrogen-hydrogen sh,.a.r layer with Ma,. = 0.45,
where Mac is tit,' conv,'ctiv,' Ma('h mllnb,'r. The inflow shear-layer lhi(-kness was fixed al 2 lnln. A factor
of 100 between lhc shear-la.ver thickm'ss aiid t.he t ra.llsver_' domain was used to CllSUr(' that no reflect ions
froln the inflow pla.m' returned I.o lhe shearing region before the doma.ill emled. Iq_rcing was applied a.l lhc
inflow to the t ra.nsver'se w'locily conll)Onenl ill the form of a sinu.._)idal disl urlmncc. Ampli! udes of 4 and
2 percent of lhe mean velocily were appli,d to Ill,- funda.men! al and sul,lm.rmonic fl'equel|cies, resl)eCl ivcly.
No a.t tempi, was lnade to adj usl other inflow varia.bles to preserw' consistency with Ill,' governing equal ions
ill the presence of this forcing. A resull of this was a strong a.djustnlen! ZOll_" ilnmediawly downsl.reanl
of the inflow plane where large a.llq_litmh' disturbances propagated loward lhe Ira.nsverse boundaries,
pot en l.ially COlllamina|illg 1.he' shearing region wilh spurious boundary reflection. The forcing profih" of
llu _ transver_, velocily was in lhe form of a. near slep funclion cenlered al lhe region of lnaximtml vclocily
gra.dieIlt and falling off pvccil*il.ously al the shea.r-layer edge: this was found lo ,ninimizc the anq_lilud, of
the disturbances impinging on the t.ra.lisver_' boundaries.
Princil)al runs were done on grids of 30 1 by 451 with t ranswwse grid clus'tering to rel)resenl a physical
donmin of 200 1)y 100 rim|. Only a.bou! 10 l)ercenl of the grid poinls was contained in (he high-shearing
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regiolLsof tile shearlayer beca.tLseof this choice.The four ,,_'lwmesinvestigatedwerethe (2-4T), (2-6T),
(3-4T) RKLW,and(3-6T)RKLW. No Runge-Kutta schenles _Lre listed becau_ several attentpts were made
to use the (4-4T) and (4-6T) schelnes but. they lacked sufficient dissipation to remain stable on the grid
densities that were run. Boundary closures for the fourth- and sixth-oMer schemes were ilnplemeilted as
(3-'1-3) and (3,4-6-4,3). The,_ condfinat.ions were chosen beca.u_ they were believed to represent the most
practical schemes for t.he_ shear-layer simula.tioits. All computations used Euler nonreflecting boundary
conditions (refs. '56 and ,57) at. the two l,ra.ttsverse boundaries and supersonic Euler boundary conditions
at, the outflow.
i)ifferenc_ in accuracy between the filtered (2-4T), (2-6T), (3-4T) 1R.KLW, and (3-6I') H.KLW _'hemes
were not striking. Flow-field variables like velocity, pressure, temperature, and, more importantly, the
differentiated quantities, vorticity and dilatat, ion. were nearly independent of the scheme. All a.tt, empted
schemes used a tridiagonal derivative operator that, was chosen to reduce the truncation error of the
derivative operator but cau:sed a small increase in computational time due to the inversion of the mat,rLx P.
Table 11 lists the t,runcat,ion errors for wa.rious firs|,-order derivatives, including several stencils no!
considered in any schemes in this paper. The explicit stencils have large truncation errors relative t.o
the COmlmct stencils: this is consist,ent with figure ,5. Truncation error is minimum for the 4T. 6T, 8P,
and I(/P stencils. Further discussion of this situation is contained in appendix A. The penalty associated
with the large CFI, limits of the explicit, versions of the va.riotts schemes in figures 1 through 4 is now
clear - explicit st.encik,_ have large truncation errors. IItspect.ion of ternis that require sigmfica.nt resolut.ion,
such as X-" x w and lhe dilata.tion gradient,, in well-resolved simulations could help determine the efficacy
of shot, h-, eighth-, and l,enth-order accurate schemes. Schemes with spatial accuracy greater than 10 may
be readily derived by extending the current methodology; however, spectral schenles should probably be
considered as an alternative for such highly resolved conlputatious.
Computational stability was tbund t,o be more sensit.ive to numerical method than accuracy. Ext.ended
Macfku'lnack schemes are more stable than the RKLW schemes and far more stable than the 1R.unge-Kutta
schemes. Nweral rults Oll smaller grid densities with the (4-4T) and (4-ffl') _'hemes were completed for
mt, rogen-nitrogen shear layers; this suggests that the rebus! hess required for disl)arat, e-mass ga.s mkxtures
is significantly greater. Modifying the temporally third-order Runge-Kut,ta schenw with the addition of
the predictor-correct, or sequence 1,o form the RKLW family of _hemes noticeably increases computational
stability. Higher order numerical bomMary condit.iolLs are premnted: however, they are not used because
dissipative schemes are, by definit ion, lower order at the b ound ary. I n smaller lfi t.rogen-nitrogen sinmlations
with the (4-4T) and (4-6T) schemes, the formally accurate boundary closures were found t,o be less forgiving
than the lower order closures and were more likely to lead to computational instability on any given grid.
This conclusion is based on the closm_e respottse t.o the manner in which the shear layer was forced.
lnadequal.e resohltion and minimal dissipation from both the interior and bouudau stencils make the
R.unge-Kutta ,'_:hemes impractical for these silnulations until grid densities become significantly greater
than those chosen here.
The appropriate choice of schemes depends strongly on the accuracy, computational stability, and CFL
limits of the method and the needs and resources of the tLser. For smaller grid densities where robustness
was more important than CPU time. the (2-4T) scheme was very useful. The (2-6T) _heme was slightly
slower. On larger grid sizes, such as 301 by 4,51, the (3-6T) RI(D,V scheme was preferred because it. was
slightly more accurate and actually faster than the (2-4T). A comparison of rtm times indicates that the
RKLW _hemes may be run to the same physical time as its corresponding exten&_d MacCormack scherne
(i.e., (3-4T) RKLW versus (2-4T)), in sigmficantly less CPU time. Relative to the (2-4T) scheme, the
run times of the (2-6T), (3-4T) RKLW, and (3-6T) RKLW schemes are 1.24, 0.7,5, and 0.92, respectively.
The (3-8T) I{KLW scheme is likely to require only 11 percent more C PU t.inie than the (2-4T) scheme.
Although we did not attempt to run a.ny of the explicit di_ipative _'hemes', they have significantly larger
stability elJvelopes, are ea.sy t.o code, require no inversion of the matrix P, and are, cons'quent, ly, likely t.o
be very fast. Pentadiagona.l ,schemes were presented here up to tenth order; however, these schemes may
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no(beconsideredcoral>elit,ire becatLseof t,hedifficulty ill invertingP until the truncaliou-error I)ena.lly of
the explicit or tridiagonal slencils is deemed sufficiently ]a.rge.
A surprising finding in this work is l]le elTecl ()[ fill,el_. Filtering was a,1)plicd to tfie wclor U after
all full predicl,or-corrector and cent, ral-difference slages in order 1o I'(_IlIOVC slmrious inforlnation before
it could nmve lo lower wave mlmbers. The unfiltered dilatal, ion field for the dissipafiw _ (2-IT) scheme
was badly contaminated: filtering resulted in a nol,iceat>le improvemenl,. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show a
sect,ion of the dilatalion field from a 101 by 1,51 simulat ion using l lie (2-4T) scheme of a nit rogen-ni( rogen
shear layer at Mac = 0.45, with and without filtering. For coral)arisen purposes, a very large 401 by 601
simulatioll was run with the (3-6T) RI(LW scheme. (See fig. 7(c).) The filters were found l,o improve the
calculat, ions more than any differences in teml>oral or spat, ial order of accuracy between the schemes. All
runs were made with the t,enl,h-order filter to avoid lowering the order of lhe 7)2, 52-(j-52,,_ 2 schemes. The
approprial, e fill, er order was chosen based on either lhe inl, erior or boundary accuracy of the differencing
scheme. The strongest filt,er tha|, did not degrade l,he accuracy of either the inlerior or boundary poims
was used (i.e., the inferior filler order could t>e no ]es,_ t,han the order of the interior scheme nor could tile
flter boundary order I>e less than the I)oundary or(ter of the scheme). A lwentiet.h-order fill.er could ilion
l)e used with a formally tent, h-order scheme.
The fact that the filt, e)_ had such a significant, effect, imlica.tes that l.he simulations may not have been
complel,ely re_lved. To determine whether a calculal,ion is well resolved, a good lest (in addition l,o
grid refinemenl) is to compare filtered and unfillered simulations. I) ilata,t ion was a part icularly sensitive
variable to resolution. The 301 by 451 calculations should t)e considered "model-fi'ee simulations" bul not
"'direct, mlmerica, l silnu]ations " Later simulal, ions of ihe nit rogen-hydrogen shear layer al M a,,. = 0.45 on
l.fie 41)1 t>y 601 grid were believed l,o be fully resolved because COllI,ours oft, bird derivatives of the w'locily
were not only smooth but also I>hysica,lly plausil>le. Model-free simulations |hal "'run" are no gua, ranl,ce
that all relevant scales of the I>robh'm are resolved.
In addition, misslw<'ification of the physica, l boundary conditions, which is a current topic of rcsea, rch,
becomes more a.plm.ren( as the a.ccuracy of the lne).h<>d is increa._'d. For sufficiently refined grids, super_nic
Euh'r outflow l>oundary <'onditiollS are <'learly inadequate in the <'enler <)[" ll,' shear layer. Dilalalion
l>rovides a simple lool to gauge whet, her the nonrefleci,ing physical 1)ouudary conditions used on |he Ul>per
and lower boundaries were. in fact, reflecting. Vorticily contours give virt, ua, lly no indica.lion of lhis
boundary <'<>illanfinalion.
Concluding Remarks
An iivrestigation was comlucl,cd of several numerical schemes |hal offered high spatial and temporal
a<'curacy and were Ilsed ill |he computation of two-dimensional, spatially evolving, laminar, variat>h'-
density com[>ressible shear layers. Three schemes with various l,eml)oral accuracies and a,rl)it,rary sl)a,l, ia]
accuracy of both the invis<'id and viscous terms were presented and analyzed. All inlegralion schemes
made use o[" explicil or compac| finitc-diffemnce derivative o]>eralors, l!;xlended Mac('ornla<'k .,whenles
retained the robustness of lhe original, uniformly second-order a,ccural,e melh<>d. Sl>a.lial a,ccura.<'y was
enhanced, and the stability linfir was somcwha! restricted. Extending )he original Mac('onna<'k schelln"
resull, ed in longer run times; however, simulations achieved far grealer st>atial resolulion. The (2-:lT)
scheme, used in conjunction with a. lent.h-order filt.er, provided an accural,e, computationally slal)le,
general t>ur[>ose nunterical scheme. For large, v,,ell-remlw'd simulations where <'Oml>ul.ationa.I sla.l>ility
(dissit>a.tioll) was not a.s crilica.l. (he (eml>orally t.lfird-order RKI3,V (Rt|sanov-l'(uller-Lonmx-Warming)
scheme was preferred. As with the extende<l Mac('ormack _hemes. spal, ial accuracy of both the invi_'id
and viscous ternls could l>e chosen free]y. St.al>ilit.y linfil.s of th(' I{I+;LV',' schenle W('l'(' large bcca.u_" of
stroug resemblance to 1,he Runge-l,_ ut.t a cent ral-differenc(" schemes. ('omt)ulal.ional st ability was a.chi+'vcd
by 1.h(' sanle s[)a.ce-lil'lw dissipative l e|'l|lS in the exl.ended Ma<'('orma.cli schemes. This a.t>l>roa.ch mad('
lit(' RKWL _'hemes more slabh" lhan (h(" I{unge-Kulta s<'hemes with the sam(' workload per stage. An
a<l(litioIla] l)enefi( of 1.1)("exlended MacCormack and IIKI,W s<'l)emes was |hal. compul.('r codes wril, le))
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with the original Mac(:ornm.ckor Gott,lieb-Turkelschememaybe readilyupgradedto highertemporal
andspatial accuracywith minimM effort. Third- and fourth-orderRunge-Kuttaschemes,althoughvery
accurate,possessedinsulTicientdissipationfor the calculationsconductedin this work. Filters+did not add
enoughdissipationto stabilizecomputatiotr,_with significantcompre,,_sibilityandvariable-densityeffects.
Tridia.gonMdifferenceopera.t.oL'swerechosenfor their low truncationerror. Penta.diagonaloperat,omare
not likely"to be competitiw_beloweighth-orderaccuracy.
In eachof the schemes,stability wasconsideredfor the interior operatorsin the convection-diffusion
equationUI + aI_a • = otd'_j.j.. Accuracy of the ext.ended MacCornlack and R,KI,_V schemes was verified
for the nonlinear problem IIt + F_. = 0 and the viscous problem _ = [b(x)L'_.].e. Numerical boundary
treatments for ttunge-Kutta schemes of various orders of accuracy were chosen and evaluated to be
asymptotically stable. Derived, formally accurate boundary conditiotrs were given h)r explicit sLxth-order,
pentadiagonal sixth-order, and explicit, tridiagonal, and pentadiagonal eighth-order central-difference
operators. Lower order closures were also presented and shown to be stable. All boundary closures
for the extended M acCormack and R KLW schemes were determined 1o destroy the formal accuracy of the
schemes: this probleln is a serious limitation of the_" schemes and is likely to occur in many other coinmon
dissipatiw, schemes. Apparently, this problem has gone unnoticed for over two decades.
Damprag of high wave-number, nonphysical data was accomplished for all schemes with the u_ _ of
explicit filters. Filt.ets haw" been derived up to tenth order on the boundaries and twentieth order in
the interior. These filters use explicit finite-difference stencils, are COlntml,ationally efficient, and act
predominately on high wave-number data. R,esults of several simulations indicate that on moderately
well-resolved simulations, the effects of tempora.] and spatial accuracy differences betwex_n the schemes
were less inlportant than filtering effects.





Derivation of General Stencils
qb general,,:' t,ho c_'nter,:+d finite-diffct'encc approximation of _ to +\qh-or<h+r a ccura('v, the l,rol>l<ml is
#.i+,," °
divid+,d into cases with I' even and odd. When /<= 2, - 1 is odd. the stencil is
r¢12,-1) ¢(.2,- r¢(2,-1 b ¢(.21+-1)3 :Tr#12.-1) .(.2,-1)]
' + 6L-,'i--.I ' + Ji-t-I 1)] + ")tJi--3 -4- di+:I 2 -t- , LJ;-.2 + Ji+.2
_ f(.2.- f(2.-1)+ <l[fi('2t1-1) + i+1 1)] +-i
=a'fi+' - fi-1 + b:fi+.2 - fi-.2 + of i+3- fi-3
(A.+.)(e,,-1) (Ax)(e"-i) (A.v)(e"-l)
+ dfi+4 - fi-.l + <.fi+3 - fi-5 + ffi+(; -.fi-(;
( _Xx)(.211-1) (_M:)(.21,- 1) (_Xx )(.211-1)
(A1)
and its l:ouri_'r imago is written as
qJ = i[2, sin(_) + 2b sin(2_) + 2<' sin(3_) + 2d sin(,1,_) + 2(sin(5_) + • ..]
[1 + 2, cos(_) + :2/:t cos(2_) + :& ,:os(:_,,.¢) + 2,6 cos(4_) + -..]
(A:2)
Expanding tlw sino and cosine funcl.iotts a.s a Taylor series gives
E c( '2.+- 1)tls = i _:'(2,,-1)'-
IIl_-I
(A3)
where t.h<" functions of t.',12,,,_l) are (a,b, ....,.:_,...). It is required t.ha,t ',Is = (i_) & + O(,.5,3:+/') t.o
lit
a.l>l>roxinmte the spect,ra.l dcriva, l,iv<_ to order N. m t,enlh-order pentadiagonal apl>roxilnat,ion to f may l>e
obl.aincd by+solving skx (x -I-2t -1 ) simultaneous cqua.t.ions (C"I = = t"7 = t'9 = I-'ll = 0 and t'3 = -1)
ill SL'.,:unknowns (<_, 3, ..b,c, and d). Solutions do not. always oxisi for these sioncils. Similarly. when
k-- 2, is eveu. then the st,'ticil is
<,.+.2111 ftz")l .re(.2,,> c(.211>]+ 3[fI.21_> + ci.211>3 re(.2,,t
"' " + °iJi-4' + i+4 ' + IL"i-3 + -'i+3 'i+2 -_+ <lL"i--I
= T .fi + ,'fi+l + fi-t + bf;+.2 + fi-2 + c fi+3 + fi-a
(A,+')(21' _ (Ax)(_11) (A.c)('2") (Ax)('2")
+ dfi+4 + fi-4 fi+5 + fi-5 ffi+,; + fi-f;
i_x.,.l(.2,t + , t_x,l(.e,,> + -(-_x.,7(.2,--7+
r(.2,)1 .2,,)
+ ai+l j-F f)
( A 4 )
mid its corresponding Fourier ilna.gc is given by
[T + 2a cos(_) + 21> cos(2 c) + 2c cos(3_) + 2d cos('l_) + 7r cos(5_) + "']
_= (AS)
[t + 2,'+ <'os(_) + :2,_ cos(:2_) + 2+ cos(::l_) + :2¢S<'os(4_) + ..-]
O1"
= E " c(.21,1-2) (A(_)t.'(2m--.2)q
111_- [
A 1,onlli-ordcr hepl, adiagoila] a.i)i)roxinlat, ion 1,o .[I'1 llllt,y b+,obla.ined }>v so]vilig cigiil (_)Silllll]l,alleOllS
equations (t"0 = t'.2 = +_'.I = t'8 = t'll) = 't'12 = /,"14 = 0 ati,ct e'6 = --1) hi eight tluknowus (<1.;7. "/,a,b. c,d.
and ,). Again. il is t'cqiiircd tha.t, qs = (i_)t:+ O(_A:+t').
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Forarbitrary skmv(,dstencilsrepresentingthe kth derivative, we may write
+,,,.:i">,+ +
=T fi + aLfi-1 + aRf:+l
(Ax)(k) (Ax)tt')
+ ,S :(h.) :(h.) .(h.) , ,(h.)
bI. fi-2 + bRfi+2 eL fi-3 + cRfi+:_
+ +
(_X,)(_) (A,,)I_)
dLfi-4 + dRfi+4 'A.fi-a+ eR.fi+5 .fLfi-6+ fRfi+(i
+ (.Ax)(h.) + (Ax)(h.) + (Ax)(h,) + • .. (A7)
and give its Fourier image by
['r + ("n + <'r.) co.qf) + (t,j? + b:) (.o._(zf) + ("u + "I.) co._(3_)+ ...]}
= + i[(a R - al,) sin(()+ (b R - hi. ) sin(2c)+ (c R - eL) silt(3_)+ ...]




, = _ <_,,,__:(2,,,-2) + i y_ _,(_,,,__)e12'''-_) (a.())
tit : 1 Ill-._ 1
For tile kth derivative, _ nmst be either purely imaginary (k is odd) or purely real (k is even). We now
must. solve (N + k) simultaneous equations in (N + #) Lmknowns: t;,t. = (i) h' (for k ew'n), W_:= (i)h.-1 (for
kodd), and (,/ = 0,1= 0,1,. .. ,(N+ k-1),l¢ k.
In the special case of the centered first derivalive, let p denote the number of bands in the matrb: P,
let q denote the number of bands in the matrkx Q, and let 7_be N/2. The order of the derivative N is then
equal to p + q - 2. Siml)le recursion relat.iolls for the coefficients of the mat.rLx P can be found for p < q.
Stencils for which p > q are of marginal practical utility because they are computationally inefficient and
have a larger truncation error than those with p = q. The following relatiolL'; can 1)e derived:
(v - l) [x - (v - l)]
o = (A10)(v + l ) [x - (v- 3)]
3 = (p-3)(p- 1)[N-(p+ 1)][N-(p- 1)]
(t'+ :l)(/,+ 1)IN- (/,- 5)][A"- (p- 3)] (All)
(p- 5)(1,- 3)(p- 1) [N - (p+ 3)][A' - (p+ 1)][N - (p- 1)]
"I = (t, + 5)(I, + 3)(p+ 1)IN-(t,- 7)]IN-(p- 5)][N-(p-3)] (AI2)
(v- r)(v - a)(p - a)(v- l)[J\' - (v + 5)]b\' - (p + 3)][J¥ - (v + l)][x - (p - ])]
,s = (AI3)(p+ r)(p + 5)(p+ 3)(p+ ]) [_\'- (v - :))][x - (p - 7)][A' - (v - 5)]IN - (,, - 3)]
alld _ (-)11.
For exalllple, l, he thirty-second-order (N : 212) nonadiagonal (p = 9) first derivative has the coefficients
:_ = 4s/65, 3 = 132/455,-: = 176/3185. and :_ = 99/2548O.
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Sijllila.r l,alt_rn._ can also lw found in lho matrix Q ifp _ q. For oxalnph'.
(! z
.1 [px - 0,- l )_](x + 2)





then for t )= 1 am] 3,
(A 14)
(AIS)
for p = 1,3, and 5.
t, = (_,r_ [x - (i,+ l)][x - (p- l)]
[x-(j,-s)][x (p ;I)] (AI6)
for I)= 1,3.5, and 7,
('= (Pl'.,['Y- (t)2 3)][-Y-(p + I )][.Y- (p -- 1)]
"[X (v 7)][x (t, s)][.v (p-:_)] A17)
d = *|':_ [;Y- (P+ 5)]IN - (t' + 3)][A"- (1'+ 1)][.Y- (1'- 1)][x (. ._))][x (t, 7)][x (p-:,)][.\" (. :_)] A l_)
and ._) on.





2(n + 1)(, + 2)
c ---- +
d -- -
(n -- 0)(. -- 1)(n - 72)
3(n + l)(n + 2)(7_ +3)
(n - ())(_ - 1)(7_ - 2)(. - 3)
4(.+ 1)(.+2)(n+3)(.+4)











b = - 2(7_- 1) (A25)
(7_ + 0)(7_ + 1)(7_ + 2)
2(n- 1)(_ - 2)
c = + (A26)(_ + 0)(7_ + 1)(_, + 2)(7, + 3)
7(,, - l)(_t- 2)(7t- :_)
d = - (it -+-0)(7_ -F-1)(7) 4- 2)(7_ + :_)(it + 4) (A27)
for the second derivative operators.
Truncation error of centered first derivative operators can a.lso be put in general formulas. The first
derivative stencil truncation error for t' _< q may be written a.s
,,! (,, - ,')! (,')! I-I}=] (2i - J) (A28)
If we compare two different first <l(_rivat.ive approximations tha.t a.re each Nth-order accurate with the
sulmcripl.s a and b distinguishing tlw two and let ra > rt,. (.hen the ratio of the trunca.tion errors for p _< q
ks giw'n l>y
(1_ r,)!(r,,)! ''
-- 1-[i=,./,+1 (2i- 1)
,. (A:9)()) -"t,)! (r{,)! I-Ii=,.b+ l [2()_ -i) +
As )'a becomes progressively larger than r b, the ratio becomes very small; this implies, for example, that
for a twentieth-order derivative, a nona.diagonal derivative has far less truncation ('rror than a. t,ridiagonal
derivative. Truncat.ion error is minimized by letting p = q (N = 4,8. 12,...) or p = q- 2 (N = 2,6, 10,-..)
for p < q. This at)proach has been ('mpirically verified in cases where p < ._)for all possible values of q.
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l'** [ _'' a _ ""A 1_" )t f* AI;*
= -- 31 .l -- a32
i_,,+l = I'" -bllf"At"-b.et.f*A/'*-baAf*+Al'**
Appendix B
Low-Storage Runge-Kutta Methods
('onsider the etlua.l.ion l_t + l".,. = 0, wher_ _ t: = l"(l') and l::r = t+'l'l:, = fl'.,..
three-st.age Runge-l(ul.la melhod may l)e represented in the equal.ion l'l = -F_,. a.s
l'* = I _" - a.zlAflIAl _" )
The t radit.ional
(BI







b I b2 b:;
In SOlll,p C_l.SOs. storage re<luirelnenls of cotnput, ations shotfld I)e minimized. We briefly elal)oraW on the
llunge-l(ut.ta schetn<" given t>y Williamson (ref. 43). lie derives formula.s 1.]lal a.llow storage of only two
vahws (2M) of the vector U, wtterc U has a re.el.or length M. In the low-storage fornlal., 1.his l_ccomt,'.s
q" = ,_f'iAl'"- Alq-*
l +* = I +'+ _ Hlq '+
* A f'A/+* A'eq"q z
1_** = I'*-- B2q*
** Af**AI '**q = -- .l:_q*
l_,+l = l'**- f_3q**
( Ba )
Ol"
I "+ = l'" - t_l$.f"Al'" ]
• * * II vii1 = I** - B.e()_f*Al _*- A2k./ AI )
1.,,+1 = I'** - B:I[Af**AI _**- Aa(Af*AI'* -+t2Af"AI'" )]
(B4)
Setting +it to zero crcaies a sdf-slarling l>rocedur< This procedure results in a one-I>aramel,'r family of







-- Bi + B2(A2+ 1)
b I b.2 b:,i
t:_i
[+47B:_ + BI] B.2 (B5)
[.4:_(AaB:l + B2) + Bi] (AaB:{ + B.2) fIa
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where(A1,A2,/_1, t]2. H3 ) correspond to the varia.l)les (a 1, a2, bl, b2, b3 ) in Williamson's work. ( See ref. 43.)
Because the stability bounds of lho two-parameter family of the third-order, three-stage Runge-Kutta
method art' independent of the parameter choice, the analysis presenled in the text is valid for the low-
storage fommlas a.s well.
For ¢.2 76 0, 2/3. or c:_ and c a ¢ 0, we defino
:2 = 2c._ + c2-2
=3 = 12cJ - 18e 3 + 18c_ - 11c2 + 2
(B6)
The om'-paramet.er family is given by
BI --('2
12c2(c 2- l)(,3z 2- Zl) -- (3z 2- Zl) 2
--24(3c 2 -- 2)(c 2 -- 1) 2
(322-- Zl)" -- 12c2(c2-- 1)(.{22-- Zl)
• ]2
-(6c 2-4c2+ l)zl + 3z3
--Z4Zl + 108(2c2--1)('5- 3(2c2--1)25
(B7)
wlfich can be verified, provided that non{' of the respective denominators vanish. Williamson's optimized
scheme appears in Butcher form as
1
:T "tl














Allen Wray of the Ames Research Center (personal communication) has eolLsider¢,d ca._s where c'2 = 2/3.
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If an extra sl a,g_' is adds'd, a lhr_'e free-l)ara,mel,eP family oflow-sl,orag_' scl.'m,'s may 1)_. devised. S_'veral
schemes al'{' given thal ape lhird-order a.ccurate for th_ _ nolllinear i)robh'nl and fourth-order accura,|e for
the linear probleiH (FI" = ('onsta, l|l,), w]lel'e lh{' Mability 1)oullds t_f tile collvecliolHliff.sion equalicm arP
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('onsider (he equ&lion Ut + Fa, = [b(a')l'a.]x in a periodic domain, where b(x) is taken to be exa.ct..
Let B = bI and Fa. = f)'l:a. = fl'.. The accuracy of t.he extended MacCormack (2-[2n]) a.nd I_KL_,I,'
(3-[2n]) families of schemes is now verified (the first number representing the t.emporal accuracy a.nd the
[2n] representing the spa.tial accuracy of the overall schemes, vinous and inviscid) with viscous stencig
who.,_ order of accuracy is [2n-l]. This verification is done in two parts. First, the equation l:t = [b(x)U.,.]a.
is examined to determine the a.ccuracy of the viscous ternLs; second, for the equation 1) + Fa. = 0 the
nonlim,ar accuracy is verified. The analysis provided is somewhat, different than that given in the section
"Formal Accuracy." Previous researchers have investigated some of i.he_ _ issu_ for spatiMly fourth-order
accurat.e MacCormack schemes (ref. 9). Use of the variable n a.s a superscripl on the vector U represents
the nt.h time sl.ep: otherwise, it denotes spatial accuracy of the deriva.tive operator. |n matrix lml.a.tion,
the RKLW schem(" may be represented for the equat.ion ("t = [b(z) Ua.].r in mat.fix form a.s
I
l'* : [I + .i_lA,,A-BA +]l _"
/,,.+l =
/
[I + ;_IA_,A+BA _]/:* l
rl'" -- '3 '1'** ")]t "1-/ 2t ' _ [r
1 . , A) A 2"
.-/Lr,' + 2(I + BA "2'')('#]
(C1)
where Ate,= AI If we let
then we may define
A + = A 2'' + X )
A- = A 2" - X /A + = A 2'' + X,,
- A 21. Xc
A2"BA 2"= Zl }
A:_"BXv = Z_




To facililale our analysis, note ill t.a.btes 2, 4, and 7 that X,,, (he forwa.rd, first, derivative matrix operator
of (2n- 1)1h-order a.ccuracy, ma.y be rewritten a.s
((1)A+ +{ [(,-1)!] } _ . (C4)
) _. ((where ((I)._%+ 'i ((! A( ,,)) and 2").A[2)) represen, ,heexplici(. forward, firs, derivative opera, or(2n-l)]i' i' i
lo (2n- 1)th-order accuracy at grid point i: t.hc explicit, centered, firs't deri_al.ive operator to (2n)th-order
accuracy at grid point i: and the explicil, cenlered, (2n)th derivative operator l.o second-order accuracy
at. grid point i, respectively.
The matrix X may be co_rsidered by rewriting the finite-difference stencil of which it is composed
Ffi-3 + l)fi-2 + Hfi-1 + (;fi + Hfi+l + Dfi+2 + l"fi+3 ((15)
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a,s
+ (, +_I>+:_'/((s/-vDi), ((:(i)
Allhough we do lio|, utilize i,h('se rcsulls, for the special ca,s_' of tJ = -(41,) + _.)I:). lh(, fillile differciico
stencil in X is shown Io I)e given l)y
[( + ]+ (..+4.., ,),F I_i.x{_/)_+, ,-_ t is
where (7 is still given t)y (7 = -2(H + I) + K) or, in this 1)a.rt, icular ('a,s(', (7 = 2(:}1) + 81:). By further
enforcing D = --6Y. eqila, t,ion (('7) beCOliies
((>)I.' (((;)A{_));
and the slenci] in X then l'epro_'nts l,iie _,coiid-order a.ccural,e at)l)rOXililal,ion to the sixth derivalive.
The liia.l,rices A s'. X, and X<, ilia,) t)(" represenled a,s
{'A2"= (Aa.) &,--7+ O
X _ (Ax) :2 lf),_'" + O )2]
X,' _c (AJ')2" { _'2'' }_+ O[(-X.,') 2]
((,9)
The tel'illS 7tt_21' , X, and X,, that OCCllr h/ both exlendd Mac('ornia,ck and RKI3,V scheiliOS are now gl
bV
Eq ua,i ions ((' 1l) iniply I hat
Also liO|t" thai As",X, _ul(I Xv





Z 1 ,,'X (Ad') 2 ]
Z._ ,:x (A.r) :_n+i
Z:; ,:x (A.r):/
Z:l :x (A.r) 2''+_
(Cll)
are a,iitisynlinel, ri¢, syillniftric, ali(] synini('iric, i'('spcclivcly. Ea,cli
synlniel,ric ina,l, rix ha.s idoniica,] dia,gona.l dOllielil,s lhis hnl)lios thai ZI and Z. i ar_' syniluolric, Z. 2 and
Z:l are anl, isynunol,ric, a,iid l,horefoi_-
A+BATA-BA + = (Zl - Z4) 2 - (Z2 - Z:l )2 + 2 [Zl(Z 3 - Z.2)- Z,l(Z3 Jr- Z:2)] /
A+BAT+A-BA += 2(ZI-Z4) J (C1:2)
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The fidl RKLW scheme is writl, en a,s
/:,,+1 _-- I + _-/_':t;)'lAc(I-4-AcZl)(Zl-Z4)+ _ArZ I -4- _373IAr(I+A.ZI)
× {(Z,-Z4)_-(Z2-Z3)_ + 2[Z,(Z:_-Z_)-Z4(Z3+Z_)]})/_'' (C13)
and the extended Ma, c(-brnm,ck schemes are given as
[_n+l
---- + _(Zl -- Z:l)2--(Z:_ - Z3) :2 + 2[El(Z3- Z:2)-- Z4(Z3+ Z:_)],'_
, /)+ A.(Zl-Zq t_r" (C14)
With 31 = 1 and _2 = _, i,he RKLW schemes I)ecome
/r.+l = I+ AcZL + 7 A.Z1 + _" ArZI -._'Ar(I+AvZl)Z4 - _'A,r(I+A.ZI)
× {(z:_- z_)_- 2z_z_+ z_ + _[z_(z:_-z,)- z_(z3+ z_)]})_,'" ((:15)
and similarly, for the extended M acC, ormack schemes,
( (,),(,).,l._+l = I + A.Zl + _" A.Zl -A.ZI
- _-A, (Za- Z.2 -2ZlZ_ + Z_+ 2[zt(z3- Z2)- Z._(z3 + Z.2)] l'" (CI_)
Making use of the following relations
:7' = [_,(,.)t-'],.






(.Xx)-4 (A2" BA2" A2', BA 2,, )l _,,
(.Xx)-'l(Zl Zl )l _,,
t,;:,= (_(..){_(.,)[t,(.,)_.;:],.)..)..
= ('kx)-s( A s'' BA2" A2" BA 2'' A 2'' BA _'' )l"






_ . 1, , 1A,.,+ (_Xt)l 7' + (_Xt)'_tT: + (.Xt)'_tTb- _A,.(I+ _,.Z_)Z_ - _ ,.-(1 +_',.Z_)
{(Z3 -- Z2) 2 -- 2Z 1Z4 + Z_ + ]2 [Z 1(Z 3 - 22) - Z,t(Z3 q- Z'2)] } l'" (('2o)
for |he I_KLW ._hcqlles and
[r.+l = l_"+ (',t)l'/' + (._xt)_t/i - ,_,.z4
-- _-Av"I"t {(Z3 ....Z2) 2 2ZlZl+Z2+:2[Zl(Z3 Z 2) Z,l(Z3+Z2)]} /'" (C21)
['or the exlended Ma.cCormack _'hemes.
The ]owesl order error l¢_l'lllS l)reselll ill tile cxt(_u(h'd Mac('oril,ack schemv are those i)rol)orliona]
i.o ._t,2(Z:{--Z2) '2, ._t,2Zl(Z3- Z2), a.l,d ,_tvZ 4. These lhree tcri/ls have l'eSI)eclive errors of (,.._l)2(-_a') 2,
(_.kt)2(._kx). and (._kl)(-.ka') 2'' (n = 1). RKLW error terms are w'ry similar with the lerll! (l + ._tvZl ) I.'ing
equal to (1 + .._kl).
[_lolh Z 2 and Z:_ are cross-coul)ling terll|S ])resellI ill |,lie extended Mac('ormack and Itl(IAV schemes.
and linear occurrvlweS may be removed ])y a pro('edur(" discussed later in this at)l)_ndix. Error lerlns thai
('onl.a.in only Z 1 art(l/or Z4 CallllOt t)e removed by this l)rocedul'e. Therefore. the (3-2E) scheme does no!
retain formal accuracy. In cases of n > 1, the leading order error terms are (At)2(,.3,x) 2 a.nd (.__XI)(Ax) 2".
All ('Xtellded Mac('ornlack and R KLW schemes ox('epl (3-2E) are formally a.ccurale 1o lheir stated order
in the absence of l)oundaries Oll |]l(" v]s('OllS l)rol)leln.
',Ve now consider the se('Oll(I l)art of lhe i)rol)leln, namely
1 ) + 1%. : 0
whel'e F= ]"(/_) and ["x = ]Q:l'.r = .fl%.. Wilh no loss of gem'rality, lhc lerm [b (.r )/ '.,.].,. is al)sort)ed into
f_.. The IIKIAV schel,ws may 1)e i'cprcsei|ted for th(' equation l;t = -f_r as
l:* = (I-:)lAfnA+)l ''
l _** = (I- ,31Af*A-)l'*
((-"2"2)
:_# = [I:" + ._(t'** - t'" )]
=l[l'" + 2(1-/_,,+1 Af**A 2,, )t,#]
3
_._J'
where, a gaill. A = "_T" With
A'e" f A 2'' = Z-_
A 2'' fX = Z_;
X.fA :_'' = Z7
XfX = Z_
Z = Z._ + Z6 - ZT- Z_
(C2:t)
31
the full RKLW scheme is wrilten _s
/_,,+1 = (I - _Af**-:_'''_.t-s. ,_2 {-/)lA[(f" + f*)A 2'' + (f" -f*)X] + 3_A2f*Z}
- 3Af**A:_" + _3:_{-/tl$[(f"+f*)A2" + (f"-J'*)X] + .31$2f*Z})I'" (C24}
If we expand f* aml f** ill a Taylor series wilh the coefficiont.s from tile Butcher array for tlw RKLW
scheme (c i = (0, 1.1)), then




= f" + (_!)ffl ÷ --7j"-Jtt + "'" (c25)
f**= f" + (c3At)ffl + (c:_'_kt )_ + •
(At)_ .,,= f" + fl' + ---_Jtt + ' (C26)
The expansions for f* are identical for the extended Ma.('Corma.ck and the RKLW schemes. Note that the
error oft.he quantities g 5 Z 0 ,Z 7, and Z s are proportional to (Ax) 2 , (Ax) 3, (Ax) 3 , and (Ax) 4 . respectively.
Inserting the values of 31 and 32 and expanding give
l'"+' = [i + IA2f**A2,,(f,_+f*)A'2,* + 1A2f**A'2.(f,,_f.)X _ IA3f.,A2.(fn_f.)Z
In a(ldition,
lrll = -- fll ,Ul Ix
= (Ax)-l(-f" A2")/_'' (C28)
( t'l ,, .,, f,,( n _,,• = -ft l_. + f l, ,.).,.
= (--kx)-2(-f]'A2'' + f"A'2"f"A'2")U" (C29)
= -fttl_ • + 2f/'(f"l_") _,,.+ f (ft lx)_ f [f (f "_.)x],,-
=(Ax)-3(-f:) A2'' + 2f:'A:_"f"A2" + f"A2"I['A 2" - A'2"f"A'2"f"A'2")I "' ((:30)
If we use equations (('28), (C29), and ((!30) and neglect the terms with error proportional t.o (A/)4 and
higher and cros_couple terms proi)ortiollal to (.:kl)l( Ax)k where l+k > 4 and higher, then after significant
manipulation, I{I(LW _'hemes a.re
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1 ") #1 [
l'"+' = l'"+ (_Xl)lT' + 7( -.Xt)- l '. + _-(--Xt):_lT_
_f,, fX_ XfA
+ L-7-s'x + (J
# " A_(A# )
r,t(A )- ,, AT(-kt).JT" f"X +
+ f,,x ,s (i
+[ xf"X],"
rlt




The leriiis in t>rack('ls lia.v(' an error thai is t)rol>orl.ional t.o (At):_(A.r). (AI)3(Aa'), and AI):_(Ax) ;_.
r('sI)_'ctiv(qy: lhe firsi grotl]) IllllSl, l)(' l'('lllOVe(l ill order i.o retain l.he f'orllia,1 a.c('ura.('y of th(' SC]lelll(' on the
nonlinea.r |)roi)l('nl. Id('ally, all ol.h('r error l.(,rnls listed shouh] a.lso l)(' r(,lnov('(l. For l.h(" iin('a.r I)rol)l('lii,
fl' = ill = 0 and A2"fX = XfA2"; the sch_,m,"is formally (3-[2,])(l_-ord('r accurai(-, wi(l_ _h," high,'st
(Tr(Jr coni.ril)ul('d t)y th(' l('l'nl -i]-)(XfuX)[ ". [;or (.h(" nonliuea.r i)rol)h'lii, lh(' si('l) [rc)lii iinl(' h'w'l (, + 1)
to (n +:2) is slighily (liP[('r(-nl froln th(" sl.(']) frOlll (.ii]l(" level (7_) to ()) + l ). L('i F, B, ali(t C (l(,iio((' [orwa.rd.
t)ackwaM, a,ll(] ('entei'e<] differ('iwing, resl)('ci.iv('ly. [Till.i] lliis l)oilit, colisidi, ra.l.ion has OIIIv l')('eli given Io
the II.I{ [AV schelll(" wh('r(' th(' s('(ln('ll('(' ()f forwa.rd-l)a('kvva.r(l-cent('r('(] oi)('ra.i.ions al'(' r('l)('ai('d hi(h-finit('ly:
F-B-C, . -.. If this s('q_i(,n('(' were lJlo(lifi('d i.o I)(" F=B=C, B-F=C..-.. ih('n ('ach ((-rm for whMi ).h(" (,rror
,t: svc,X)l,, still i'('iilains with a.il (,rroris l)rol)ortiolla] 1.o (AI)2(A.r) and (51)3(Ax) vanishes. Th(, ierm Tt_,__j
proi)ortiona] 1(:)(Al);_(A,r) :_. If th(' l"oi'war(l a.n(] backward Ol)eralors are not ])t'rlnul.a.l.('d, th(' ('r<)s_COlll)liIlg
1(-I'111_wolihl r(31nain a.lld ih<" scl[(,lll(' wouhl l)(" [orillaliy (2-[211])t.li-ord(-r a(-(-ill'a.l('.
The full, (_Xlelid('(I .%,ia('(-'oriiiack schelli(, is wril.teli a.s
i,,,+1 = (I--A[(f.+ f,)A.2,,+(f,, - f:*)X]+ A._Z}I'"' (C32)
01"
l [ ,,,, _A_f"(Am' X.fA 7" ] l"'t'"+_ = t'"+ (At)l'l' + 7(A1)_17'_ + I,, + .fX- )
+ X.f" X I'" ((":):))
Aga.ili. th(" (wo l('rln,_ ill the firs( _'l. of t)ra.ck(,1.s ofe(tualiou ((-'33) a.r(" l)rOl)orliolial to (A/)2(A.r) and liiay
])(" ri'lllOV('d })v ilii])](_ili('lil.ilig ih(' sch('iil(' a.s ll.li F-B. B=F.... s('(luenc('. "lli(' (,rror l('riii._ ill lh(' fii'sl s('l
of ])rack('l.'< (]isa.lil)i'ar for lh(- ]inear l)ro])]('iii a,lld for lile nonlhi<'ar I)rol)l('ili wiili tierniui.a.l.('d ()l)('ra.i(ws,
which h,a.v(,s l.]i(' lasl error l,('rln in the se('oii(l s(,i (Jr l)rack(,ls wiih a.il (,rr()r i)rolioriiona.1 io (At);_(A.r) :e.
hi inuliidim<'lLsions, this i>erinul.atioii would t>(, iinl)l('llii'nted a.s
F.,. F.,,, - B ,.B.o B.,.B,_ - F.,.F.,,, F.,.B:,, - B._. F:,,. B.,. Fs,, - F.,.B, v . • - •
for (.h(' (,xl('n(h'(l Mac(oriiia.(k sch(-liies and
F.,.Fs_ - B.,.Bs,, - C.,.Cs,, B.,.Bss - F.,.F.,,,- C.,. C._,,, F.,.Bs_ - B.,. F.,_ - C.,.Cs,,. B.,.F, - F.,.B:,, - C._.Cs_. - • •
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ff)r theRKI,W _'hem< In the l)resent computations, we found it, sufficiellt 1.o only imt>lement the RKLW
schenle as
Fa.F_ - B.rBy - C,C,, B, By - Fa.Fy- C_.Cy..-.
and tile extended Mac('ormack sch('me as
F._.F_j- B.By, B. By- F rFy,...
A discttssion of multidimensional stability fi)r finile-difference _hemes can be found in the work of Beckers.
(,See ref. 59.)
This analysis does 11ol, need to l)e l)erformed for the Runge-Kutta central-difference schemes because the
spatial and temI)oral accuracies are not coupled in the numerical scheme; therefore, each scheme retains
it.s respective formal accuracy for the nonlinear problem.
Fttrt.her work might include replacing X with a. stencil having a.n error tha| is proportional t.o (Ax) 4.
Using forward and backward differences with different weightings on all three stages of the RKLW scheme
mighl minimize error terms.
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Appendix D
Higher Order Boundary Treatments
Wheneighth-oMer.N)atiallyaccurate,cemral-diffewncestencilsar. coupledwilh eifl.'r lhird- or fourth-
order telnporally accurate Runge-Kutta schemes. ,_-vonl,h-ordor a,ccuralo stable I)oumlary stencils for the
explicit eighth-ordor accurate sl)al ial (h'rivaliw, operator l',_sull and are givetl l)v
r 1
fl - 1050 o()__x.r (- 375150fl + 1565172f;_- 4039140)':3 + 71_0075f4
- _5();_!)50f; + 6676740Ji; -3:17_,1-1f7 + 1024&q0f s
- 157500ft_ + 8400f10--_4()fll + 147f1_) (D1
, 1
f_ - l(J"_',)uo_J-_.r(5(H00fl - 725676fv + 2:)319,15f:t- ,1322_50fl
+ 52!)6.900f5 - 42:_;2._)70f(; + 2147502f7 - 641:t20fs




21000-_x (8186fl - 662(i2f.2 + 181370f:_ - 336385f4
+ 407120f._ - 2_!)352f(; + I1467,1f7 - 18070f_




(164_0fl- 121338J_2 + :H_SI()f:_- .()4,H75fl
+ 12:H_00f:, - 7.()2120f6 + 32:{_7(if7 - 77310f_
+ 16_00f_ - 7350fl o + 1_.()()fll - 63f12) (!)4
For lhe iridiltgolla.l eighl,ll-order accurate deriva.tiv(' Ol)era, l,or. the I)oundary sl,oncils are given t)y
!
fi 21000Xa" (-- 127530fi + 738_6,1f. 2 -- 232:_;2:{0f:_ + 4529525fi
- 566S.()50f5 + 4618740f[; - 23.()472_f7 + 73(]230f_
- 105000f(_ + 2100flo - 210fll + 189fl. 2) (1)5
, 1 18504fl 2(_ 1!):_6f2 + 6607(i5.f:_ 1241(i25f4f:_ - 2 l()O0__kx '( -
+ 151046t)f._, - 11_:_518.f(;÷ 578382f7 - 15.()_!)0fs
+ l_900J'(_- 210flo+ 189fll- 21fl.2) ( D6
35
, 1
f3 - 210000Ax(99920fl - _18104f2 + 2402330f:t - ,1643275f4
+ 5814200f5 - 4407620J}i + 1947008f7 - 391330f,_
- 21000f9 + 18900f10 - 1050fll + 21f12) (D7)
f_ _ 1
210000Ax (5140fi - 36246f2 + 74970f 3 - 456225f4
+ 718200f5 - 474600f()+ 225092f7 - 65970f8
-I- 10500f9 - I050f,0 + 210fll - 21f12)
and for tile coral)act pent.adiagonal eighth-order accurate derivativ(, Ol)_,ra.lor. by
, 1
fl - 84000Ax(-_':6152fl')')) + 3316908f2 - 10530450f3 + 20,)2942,)f4
- 25599000f5 + 2073,t64,1f1_ - 10674356f7 + 3236550fs




f2 - 105000Ax (99660fl - 1065099f2 + :H90410./3 - 6562500f4
+ 7964320f5 - 6213060fo + 3014508f7 - 822760f_
+ 94500f 9 - 945fl 0 + 1050fll - 84f12) (D10)
, 1
f3 - 210000Ax(99!I20ft - SlS104f.2 + 2,t02330f:{ - 4643275f4
+ 5814200f5 - 4407620f(; + lq47008f7 - 3.()l:_:10fs
- 210()0f_) + 18900flo - 1050fll + 21f12) (Dll)
, 1
f4 - 210000Ax (-1580.f, + 17136f2- l10670f:t- 86625f4
+ 256200f5 - 101220f(; + 32228f7 - 6330fs
+ 2100J_)- 2100fl o + 1050fl 1 - 189f12) (D12)
Each of tht_e expressions is denoted by' T 1, 74 , 74 , 74-8-74.74, 74 , 74 schemes and is formally eighth-order
accura.te in sl)a.cc. We wor_' nol able to find stable, accura.cy-l)reserving nulnerica.l t)oundary conditions for
the eighth-oMer spatially accurate dissit)ative schemes.
,q_vent.h-ord_-r a('cura.te t)oundary stencils for the seventh-order viscous operator used in tho eighth-order
extended Mac('ormack and RKLW schelnes a r_
, 1
fl = 420Ax_(-1089fl + 2940f2-441().f3 + 4900f4
- 3675f5 + 1764f6- 490f7 + 60f8) (D13)
36
, 1
.f2 -4_O_kx(-(iOfl - 60!)fg + 12(iOf:_ - loaofl
+ 700f3 -:_15f(; + 84f 7 - loft) (DI,t)
l 1
fa --420.Xx (+ lOfl - 140f2 - 32,()f:_ + 70(Ill
- 350f._, + 140fs - 35f7 + 4.fs) (D15)
! !
The values of f4 on the t)ackward step and .f,,.,._:_ on tile forward step arc closed 1)y using the s(_venth-
order viscous interior st.encil and the negalive of its complex conjugate (in Fourier space), r('sl)eClively.
For the |enth-order spatially accura.).e Hunge-Kutta schemes given in 1.al)h, 4, ninth-order a.('cura.l(' stat)le
boundary stencils for lh(' central and dis'_ipa.tive slencils were derived bul wet(" subj('cl l.o _'vere CFI,
reslriclious; h('nc('. 1.hes(' are not presented.
These t)oundaries nm.y I)e closed to lower ord('r also. Explicit sl('ncils may I)(, closed as (:L 3. ,t, x, !1-10-
!1, x.4, 3,3), where .v is either l, lw fourth- or sLxl.h-order a.ccurat(,('xt)lici! stoncil and !1 is (q/her 1.h(' fourl.h-.
sixth-, or eighth-order accura.l(" explicit stencil. Tri(liagona] sl('n('ils may I)(" hnl,h'm('nl.('d as (3, :l, .r, y-10-
!1, a',4, 3). wher(' .v is the fourth- or sixt.h-order a.ccura.l.e (,ridiagollal stencil a.ml .q is eilh('r lh(' fourlh-,
sLxlh-, or eighth-order accurate t)'idiagonal stencils. The t)ent.adiagona] slenci] is closed with (3.4..r-10-
.r,4.3), where ;r is ('ith('r a. sixth-or(let accurate tridiagonal or a.n (,ighlh-ord('r accurat.(' t)('nladiagonal
stencil. Fa('h of th('.,_" low('r order closures results in a. formally st)alia.lly fourth-or(h-r sch(mw. Other
closures not inenlion(,(] may Mso b(" COllSl.rucled.
The viscous t)oundari('s for the (3-10P) RKLW s('henw a.re closed wilh th(' following ninth-order stencils:
l 1
= (-712.()fl + 22(i80.f. 2 -fl 27)2() _..r '153G0f:_ + 70560f 1 - 7!):)80f_,
+ (i35()4f(; - 35280f7 + 12.()(i0fs- 2835f:)+ 280flo) (I)16)
, 1
f2 - 252()__N.,--(- 280fl - 432.qf2 + l()0S0f:) - 11760f4 + 1176()f5
-8820./(i + 4704f7 - 1680f_ + :i60f!) - 35flo) (I)17)
, 1
fa - 2520__._--( + 35fl - 6:)()f2 - 275,tfa + 588(}fl - 4410f3
+ 2.()40f(; - 1,170f7 + 504f_ - 105.f:) + 10fH)) (DIS)
, 1 + 135f2 1080f:_ 1554f4 + 3780f._,f4 - 25:20_X.v(-10fl - . -
- 18.q()fi; + S40f7 - 270fs + 54f9 - 5flo) (I)19)
! /
The values of .f.5 on tho backward st*_l) and .f,,.,.-.l on the forward step are closed I)y using lhe nint.h-or(h'r




"lb filter the reel.or U, the dissipation mat, rix D musl be specified, including boundary l)oints.
Coefficients for the interior portion ]laVe Mready ])ceil given in ta.bte 7 and should t)e familiar a.s elemenls of
l)ascal's triangle. The 1)oundary t)ortions (upper left t)ortion of D) of the dissipation mat,rix are given for
fillers of orders two through twenty in the interior a,nd orders one through ten at the boundary. The lower
right portion of D on a grid of _'\'a. poinls is given by Did = DNa,+l_i,Na.+l_ j. To clarify lhe informalion
l)resented, the full dissipation ma, trLx is writ, ten out for" the second-order filter and its first-order bounda, ry
t)oints as
+I -1 0 0 0 0+2 - 1
(i -1 +2 -1 0 0
0 -1 +2 -1 0
0 0 -1 +2 - 1
k 0 0 0 0 -1 +1
(El)
Boundary points for" t,he second-order dissipation matrix D are
[+, -l]1 +2 (E2)
The lower" row and the right colmnn are the interior operator. Similarly, the filll dissipation matrix can





for sixth order with
+1 -3 +3 -1-: + 10 -12 +(J
+3 -12 +19 -15
-1 +6 -15 +20
(E4)


















































































































































































for sixte(ulth ord,-r wiih
-I +8 -528 +56 -70 +56 -28
,1,8 -(:;5 45232 -476 +616 -518 ,4_2_0
-28 4232 -849 +1800 -243(i ,1,52184 -1302
456 -476 ,1,1800 -3985 45720 -5572 ,4375:2
-70 ,4616 -2436 45720 -8885 4.()(i40 -7532
456 --518 452184 --5572 49640 -12021 +11208
-528 4280 --13052 43752 --75352 -I-11208 --12085
+8 -92 +50'I - 1750 44312 -7980 ,1,11432




















for eight¢_eulh order with
-I-1 -9 436 -84 + 126 -1 52($ +8-I -36 +9 -1
-9 ,1,82 -333 ,1, 792 - 1218 + 1260 -_52 +,I0_ - 117 + 18
436 -333 -4-1378 -3357 45328 -5754 44284 -2178 +7352 -153
-84 +792 -3357 +8,134 -13941 +159152 -12810 47:108 -2!}3,1 +81($
,41526 -1218 ,1,5:128 -13!),ll +524310 -29817 ,42(i4.()6 -17346 484,12 -3060
-1526 41260 -5754 415912 -Zqt_17 4401_6 -40401 +31032 -1_48() +85(it_
,4_4 -882 44284 -12810 ,42(i,19(i -,I0401 ,1,-17:2452 -43,t25 431788 - 18564
-36 4408 -2178 47308 -17346 4310352 -434525 +48538 -,13749 ,431824
+9 -117 ,1,732 -52934 ,1,8,t,t2 -18480 ,1,:I1788 -43749 ,44861!) -,13758
-1 ,1,18 -153 ,4t_16 -3060 +85($8 -185(:;4 +31_524 -,13758 +48620.
39
(Ell))
and for" twentielh oMer with
-1 +10 -45 +120 -210 +252 -210 +120 -45 +10 -I
+10 -101 +4(;0 -1245 +2220 -2730 +2352 -1110 +570 -145 +20
--15 +-t60 -2126 +5860 - 10695 +13560 -12180 +7752 -3435 +1020 -190
+l-_ -1245 +5860 -16526 +31060 -40935 +38760 -26580 +13152 -4635 +1140
-210 +2220 - 10695 +31060 -60626 +83980 -85035 +63960 -36030 +15252 -4845
+252 -2730 +1356(i -40935 +83980 -124130 +136900 -115275 +75300 -38550 +15504
-21(} +2352 -12180 +38760 -85035 +136900 -168230 +162100 -124725 +77400 -38760
+l_J -1.410 +7752 -26580 +63960 -115275 +162100 -182630 +167500 -125925 +77520
-45 +570 -3435 +13152 -36030 +75300 -124725 +167500 -184655 +167950 -125970
+10 -115 +1020 -4635 +15252 -38550 +77400 -125925 +167950 -184755 +167960
-1 +2(I -19D +1t40 -48¢5 +15504 -38760 +77520 -125970 +167960 -184756-
(Ell)
Ea,eh of I hese groups of ])oundary stencils representing 0x--7 to second-order a,ccuracy ]la.s a, very predictable
pattern ill Fourier space with coefficients that a.pl)ear in Pascal's triangle.
40
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Table 6. Spa.tia.l_ Accura.cv. of (4-8P) Scheme on l) + [.', = 0
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Figure 1. Stability limits of extended Ma.cCornlack schemes on one-dimensional convection-diffusion
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Figure 2. Sta.bilil.y limits of IlK LW schemes Oll one-dimensional convecl.ion difftLsion equation a.s function
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Figure 5. \:ariotLs Fourier imagesoffirst-derivatiw, spatial operator compa.red with exact Fourier derivative
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